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Background & Summary of Findings 

• The Client approached Douglas Parker Associates (DPA) to conduct a survey of business and property owners in 
Hermanus, the focus of which was to identify opinions regarding the establishment of a Special Rating Area in the 
town, thus also focusing on issues such as the effectiveness of law enforcement, safety and cleanliness in the town, 
etc.   
 

• Key findings in terms of Safety and Security:  
 

• Although more than half of respondents had never been a victim of crime, a majority of all respondents were 
of the opinion that safety in the town was becoming a problem and that they still felt safe in Hermanus, but 
only during the daytime.  

• Additional security services, such as the HPP, neighbourhood watches and security companies were viewed 
very favourably and deemed essential in preventing crime. They typically major security services, such as 
municipal law enforcement and the Police Service, tended to be viewed as merely average by a majority of 
the respondents. Regarding traffic control, a majority viewed these services as between very good and 
average. It would thus appear that, if municipal law enforcement and the police are not deemed completely 
effective, additional services  are viewed as being required to help limit crime. 

• In terms of crimes, respondents viewed burglary as the biggest problem in Hermanus, with theft without 
forced entry being deemed the second biggest problem. 

• Regarding the breaching of bylaws, respondents viewed trespassing on private property as the biggest 
problem, with unlawful dumping of rubbish and malicious damaging of property viewed as the second 
largest problems (perhaps due to all the recent rioting and unrest).  

• More than half of the respondents agreed with, and supported, the statement that all property owners 
should share responsibility for ensuring a safer town.    
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Background & Summary of Findings 
(Cont.) 

• Key findings in terms of Cleanliness of the town:  
 

• The majority of respondents opined that Hermanus is an attractive town, but that litter (especially during the 
holidays) and the illegal dumping of rubbish were viewed as very problematic.  

• Positively, a majority of the respondents felt that the Municipality was doing an excellent job w.r.t. the 
maintenance of public walkways, pavements and benches.  
 

• Final thoughts by respondents: 
 

• Almost all of the respondents stated that the preservation of the natural environment is important.  This 
notion also fits in with respondents’ view that littering and illegal dumping of rubbish is currently 
problematic. 

• Fitting in with the questions dealing with safety and security, respondents viewed the safety of residents and 
visitors as being the biggest need in Hermanus that needed to be addressed. An attractive and clean town 
was deemed the second biggest need that needed focusing on. 

• Final comments and suggestions by respondents were split between issues already focused upon by the main 
questions in the survey, and any other issues  that respondents also deemed important: 

• Respondents once again emphasized equality for all (including the provision of housing) which could 
lead to a decrease in crime and breaching of bylaws. Furthermore, their worries w.r.t. safety and 
security,  as well as the need for a clean environment and the importance of tourism, came to the fore, 
as well as  their views (both positive and negative) on the Municipality and the HPP / HSRA. 

• Other issues emphasized included baboon management, the revitalization of the CBD, the New 
Harbour and dog-related issues. 
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Background & Summary of Findings 
(Cont.) 

• Final Comments: 
 

• Based on comments by respondents, most factors appear interconnected in some way: improving equality 
could lead to less illegal actions (e.g. theft, damage to property and trespassing on property), which in turn 
will improve safety and security (and hopefully cleanliness of the environment). This improvement will 
positively affect tourism and thus the economic health of the town.  

• Again based on current insights provided by respondents, regarding security: it would appear that all forms of 
security (municipal law enforcement, the Police, security companies, HPP / SRA, etc.) together could help 
with crime control and thus peace of mind of Hermanus residents, but that curbing costs w.r.t. these services 
remain vital for many.  
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Methodology 

• Emails were sent to property owners in the town of Hermanus encouraging them to click on a link that would take them to 
an online survey questionnaire. Email addresses for these  registered owners (via a database) were provided by the Local 
Municipality. 
 

• The Municipality’s requirements for this study included that a number of non-registered respondents were also required to 
participate in the survey. Local advertising helped to ensure participation by such respondents. 
 

• According to the Municipality, there are 5 503 registered properties in Hermanus.  As part of the Municipality’s 
requirements for this  survey, 25% of these property owners (including those found in the database as well as random 
respondents) needed to participate in the survey. 
 

• A total of 1 393 individuals participated in the survey (thus exceeding the required 25%). It should be added that not all of 
these participants completed the survey (i.e. answered all questions). A majority, however, answered most of the questions.   
 

• The survey was designed in two distinct sections: a section focused on demographic details, and the second section focused 
on issues surrounding the potential establishment of an SRA, namely safety and security, as well as cleanliness of the town.   
 

• The first section of the survey included questions on demographic data, e.g. age and employment status, and questions 
focused on property ownership (including location of property owned, type of property owned etc.).  
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Methodology (Cont.) 

• The second section of the survey can be split into three subsections:  
• Questions focusing on safety and security (namely whether participants still feel safe in Hermanus; whether they 

have been victims of crime; the effectiveness of law enforcement, traffic control, the police service, HPP, 
neighbourhood watches and security companies; which crimes and breaches of municipal bylaws are viewed most 
seriously; and opinions regarding shared responsibility) 

• Cleanliness (including questions focusing on cleanliness and attractiveness of the town; illegal dumping and littering; 
the maintenance of public walkways, etc.; and the preservation of the natural environment) 

• General, namely Hermanus residents’ biggest need, and any other suggestions.  
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DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
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Demographic Information 
General 

Please indicate your age. Employment Status. 

No. of Respondents: 1 383 No. of Respondents: 1 379 

72,0% 

28,0% 
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Years

14,4% 
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Demographic Information 
Ownership 

Define your current property ownership in Hermanus (You can 
choose more than one option, if necessary). 

Type of property owned in Hermanus: Choose one (Answer for 
your most valuable property if you own more than one). 

No. of Respondents: 1 393 No. of Respondents: 1 393 

72,0% 

28,0% 

Male

Female

0,8% 0,0% 0,0% 

96,8% 

2,4% 
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Demographic Information 
Ownership 

In which part of Hermanus is your property? (Answer for your 
most valuable property if you own more than one) 

How long have you owned your Hermanus property? (Answer for 
your most valuable property if you own more than one) 

No. of Respondents: 1 393 No. of Respondents: 1 393 

92,1% 

3,2% 

4,8% 
Married / Living
with a partner

Previously
married

Single

20,8% 

75,2% 

4,0% 

Afrikaans

English

Xhosa

Zulu

Other

2,3% 

14,8% 
15,9% 

8,7% 

0,7% 

4,8% 

6,9% 

30,4% 

13,4% 

0,2% 

1,9% 
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35%
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1,4% 
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Demographic Information 
Summary: General & Ownership  

Age: Between 50 and 70 
Years Old (57%)  

Employment Status: 
Retired (50%) 

General: 

Type of Property (Most 
Valuable): House as 

Primary Residence (57%)  

Location of Property 
(Most Valuable): 

Voëlklip (30%) 

Length of Ownership 
(Most Valuable): Less 

than 10 Years (46% 

Current Ownership: 
Residential Property 

(87%) 
Ownership 
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SAFETY & SECURITY 
Image Source: Pixabay 



4,9% 

13,0% 

82,1% 

Great Idea

Good Idea (Would Like to Know More)

Not a Good Idea
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Safety & Security 

Is Hermanus a safe place to live in? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 

11,7% 

74,6% 

10,5% 

3,2% 

Safety is not a problem

Safety is becoming a problem

Safety is a serious problem

Other (Please specify)

Comments for ‘Other’ on following slides 



11,68% 

74,60% 

10,47% 

3,24% 

Safety is not a problem

Safety is becoming a problem

Safety is a serious problem

Other (Please specify)
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Safety & Security 

Is Hermanus a safe place to live in?  

No. of Respondents: 41 

Other (Please Specify): Positive / Neutral Comments 
Eastcliff is relatively safe, our experience over 27 years. Rental. 

At the moment it is a safe place. We are not aware of any safety issues currently in our area. 

Do not know what the future holds with more people coming to Hermanus 
and no work for them. At present no problem where I live. Not resident all year so not sure. 

Safety is not currently a problem. Not sure. 

Safety is not a serious problem where we live in Voëlklip. Not sure. Just moved here. 

We have very few safety problems in the Heights in the 23 years I have lived 
here. Do not feel unsafe but realise there are problems. 

Not currently. 

I have been renting out my house and have only spent a week there so there 
are certain questions I cannot yet answer as I do not know Hermanus well 
enough, yet. 

Not sure but generally feel safe. Have not lived in Hermanus, but will in future. 

Can’t really comment- don’t live there myself -1 break in thus far with tenants 
staying there. 

Voëlklip is safe to live in, Zwelihle is not. Expand to include poorer suburbs 
please. 

It's a reasonably safe place to live in. True, there are countless burglaries etc, 
but violence does not often seem to go with them. So, serious, yes, and over 
the last ten years or so properties do seem to be more vulnerable. Undecided. 

I cannot say Safety is not a problem but I do feel safe in Hermanus - we all just 
need to be vigilant. Not living in Hermanus fulltime. 

The Fernkloof estate has excellent security services for which we pay via 
monthly levies. Ek glo dis redelik veilig, maar seker nie in alle gedeeltes van die dorp. 
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74,60% 

10,47% 

3,24% 

Safety is not a problem

Safety is becoming a problem

Safety is a serious problem

Other (Please specify)
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Safety & Security 

Is Hermanus a safe place to live in?  

No. of Respondents: 41 

Other (Please Specify): Negative Comments 

As oorsaak ( ekonomiese nood) nie opgelos word nie , sal niks help nie  Diefstal en inbrake is 'n groot probleem ons is 23 in die land. 

Unemployment enhances crime which effect safety. Safety is undermined by politics. 

Bobbejane ‘n veiligheidsprobleem. Without HPP it would be a major problem . 

I only have a plot and don't live there but it seems to me that safety is 

becoming a problem. 

We are more aware of security than previously.  We are conscious of 

safety in our neighbourhood when we are in residence. 

Dit is veilig maar ons het al n inbraak gehad so dit moet dopgehou 

word.  Over the years the situation has deteriorated dramatically. 

Some areas are a serious problem. Other areas much less so. 

Violent protests and unsupervised land grabs have damaged 

Hermanus. 

Safer to live in a security estate. Lawlessness drugs and poaching. 

Not a problem for me and my privileged lifestyle but YES a problem for 

the poor with random attacks and violence. The obvious "Baboon Problem"! 

Safety is a concern and may become a problem. 
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13,0% 

82,1% 

Great Idea

Good Idea (Would Like to Know More)

Not a Good Idea
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Safety & Security 

How effective is municipal law enforcement in Hermanus? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 

2,9% 

24,9% 

42,8% 

16,6% 

12,7% 
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Safety & Security 

How effective is road traffic control in Hermanus? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 
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Safety & Security 

How effective is the Police Service in Hermanus? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 

4% 

39% 

41% 

11% 
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Safety & Security 

In your opinion, which kind of crime in Hermanus is the BIGGEST problem? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 

4,22% 

72,95% 

4,60% 

0,90% 

5,50% 11,83% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without
Forced Entry

Theft out of
Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please
specify)

4,4% 

73,2% 

4,8% 

0,9% 

6,0% 

10,7% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without Forced Entry

Theft out of Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please specify)

Comments for ‘Other’ on next slide 

4,4% 

73,2% 

4,8% 

0,9% 
6,0% 

10,7% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without Forced Entry

Theft out of Motor Vehicles
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Other (Please specify)

Comments for ‘Other’ on following slide 
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Safety & Security 

In your opinion, which kind of crime in Hermanus is the BIGGEST problem? 

No. of Respondents: 148 

4,22% 

72,95% 

4,60% 

0,90% 

5,50% 11,83% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without
Forced Entry

Theft out of
Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please
specify)

Other (Please Specify): 

Response % 

Uncertain/Limited personal experience 26% 

Poaching 25% 

Illegal riots and protests/Damage to property 16% 

Unlawful land occupation 8% 

Gang related crimes 7% 

Crimes due to socio-economic circumstances 4% 

All five crimes listed 3% 

Baboons 3% 

General lawlessness 2% 

Illegal immigration 1% 

Traffic crimes 1% 

General comments 3% 

General Comments: 

Maintaining absolute safety on cliff paths. 

Lack of residents taking ownership of their own security. 

The crime is recorded every month by the relevant organizations in Hermanus.  

Safety in public spaces. 
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13,0% 

82,1% 

Great Idea

Good Idea (Would Like to Know More)

Not a Good Idea
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Safety & Security 

In your opinion, which kind of crime in Hermanus is the SECOND BIGGEST problem? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 

4,22% 

72,95% 

4,60% 

0,90% 

5,50% 11,83% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without
Forced Entry

Theft out of
Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please
specify)

4,4% 

73,2% 

4,8% 

0,9% 

6,0% 

10,7% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without Forced Entry

Theft out of Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please specify)

15,7% 

16,5% 

30,2% 

9,4% 

17,3% 

10,9% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without Forced Entry

Theft out of Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please specify)

Comments for ‘Other’ on next slide Comments for ‘Other’ on following slide 
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Safety & Security 

In your opinion, which kind of crime in Hermanus is the SECOND BIGGEST problem? 

No. of Respondents: 145 

4,22% 

72,95% 

4,60% 

0,90% 

5,50% 11,83% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without
Forced Entry

Theft out of
Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please
specify)

Other (Please Specify): 

Response % 

Uncertain/Limited personal experience 38% 

Poaching 24% 

Illegal riots and protests/Damage to property 16% 

Baboons 4% 

Unlawful land occupation 4% 

Crimes due to socio-economic circumstances 3% 

General lawlessness 3% 

All five crimes listed 2% 

Illegal immigration 1% 

Traffic crimes 1% 

General comments 3% 

General Comments: 

Alcohol misuse in public. 

Safety on Cliff Path and Fernkloof out of season. 

Careless residents not locking their homes securely. 
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82,1% 

Great Idea

Good Idea (Would Like to Know More)

Not a Good Idea
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Safety & Security 

In your opinion, which type of breach of municipal bylaws is the BIGGEST problem in Hermanus? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 

4,22% 

72,95% 

4,60% 

0,90% 

5,50% 11,83% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without
Forced Entry

Theft out of
Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please
specify)

4,4% 

73,2% 

4,8% 

0,9% 

6,0% 

10,7% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without Forced Entry

Theft out of Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please specify)

15,7% 

16,5% 

30,2% 

9,4% 

17,3% 

10,9% 

Assault

Burglary

Theft without Forced Entry

Theft out of Motor Vehicles

Drug Related

Other (Please specify)
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Safety & Security 

In your opinion, which type of breach of municipal bylaws is the BIGGEST problem in Hermanus? 

Other (Please Specify): 

Response % 

Uncertain/Limited personal experience 33% 

Illegal riots and protests 11% 

Traffic crimes 10% 

Baboons 6% 

Unlawful land occupation 6% 

Issues due to homelessness and/or unemployment 5% 

Poaching 5% 

All seven breaches listed 4% 

Building regulations irregularities 4% 

Littering 4% 

Loitering 4% 

General lawlessness 3% 

General comments 5% 

No. of Respondents: 184 

General Comments: 

Onwettige motor oppassers. The by laws are not being applied universally. 

Misuse of water. Again depends in which area you live. 

Drugs. Safety and security.. especially tourists on the cliff paths and loitering of criminals!!! 

Burglaries related to unemployment and drug usage. Smell of sewage above Bientang at new pump house. 

Om krag, water en dienste aan mense te voorsien wat NIE Kan betaal nie - pensioenarisse ly daaronder, hulle moet net meer en meer betaal vir ALLES… 
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Safety & Security 

In your opinion, which type of breach of municipal bylaws is the SECOND BIGGEST problem in Hermanus? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 

4,22% 

72,95% 

4,60% 

0,90% 

5,50% 11,83% 
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Safety & Security 

In your opinion, which type of breach of municipal bylaws is the SECOND BIGGEST problem in Hermanus? 

Other (Please Specify): 

Response % 

Uncertain/Limited personal experience 47% 

Illegal riots and protests 10% 

Issues due to homelessness and/or unemployment 7% 

Building regulations irregularities 5% 

Littering 5% 

Traffic crimes 4% 

All seven breaches listed 3% 

Baboons 3% 

General lawlessness 3% 

Poaching 2% 

Unlawful land occupation 1% 

Water Misuse 1% 

General comments 9% 

No. of Respondents: 152 

General Comments: 
Schulphoek and  Beach Club property and vegetation damage. People complaining about everything because they have nothing else to do. 

Safety problems re walking up Fernkloof mountain. Yet again - depends in which are you live. 

Senseless bylaw. Safety and security.. especially tourists on the cliff paths and loitering of criminals!!! 

Burglaries related to unemployment and drug usage. Non payment of services by township residents. 

Opportunistic theft. Theft of our freedoms when it is no longer safe to walk the cliff paths, even in numbers.  

Non-regulation of Informal Car Guards. Uitbyting van toeriste. 

The by laws are not being applied universally. 



4,9% 

13,0% 

82,1% 

Great Idea

Good Idea (Would Like to Know More)

Not a Good Idea
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Safety & Security 

Do you feel safe when using public spaces for recreation (walking, swimming, cycling, etc)? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 

11,8% 

56,9% 

27,7% 

3,7% 

Yes, always

Yes, but only in daytime

Yes, but only in a group of people

No, never
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Safety & Security 

Have you ever been a victim of crime in Hermanus? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 

51,5% 

26,5% 

22,0% 

Never

Yes, only once

Yes, more than once
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Safety & Security 

What is your perception of the role of Hermanus Public Protection (HPP)? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 
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Safety & Security 

What is your perception about the role of neighbourhood watches in Hermanus? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 
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Safety & Security 

What is your perception about the role of security companies in Hermanus? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 
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Safety & Security 

All property owners should share responsibility for ensuring a safer town. What is your opinion about this? 

No. of Respondents: 1 327 
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Safety & Security 

All property owners should share responsibility for ensuring a safer town. What is your opinion about this? 

No. of Respondents: 80 

Positive / Neutral Comments / Agree 
Varying levels of responsibility for business and property owners - all have a 
vested interest. 

All Hermanus residents must buy into supporting the (HSRA), financially as 
well to rid Hermanus of all crime. 

Yes, to a certain extent people are responsible for keeping themselves safe. 
Businesses should also be involved. Many owners do not live here I.E. Vacant homes. 

Oniy Part time in Hermanus. 
Old HPP not well run, but have hope in new HPP. Am happy to contribute to a 
well run organisation effective in my area. 

I only have 2 empty plots - no house. 
It depends. Municipality should ensure safety, but property owners should 
become involved by either donating money or by joining the local 
Neighbourhood watches. Everyone should contribute. 

the businesses  & guest houses/restaurants/hotels should contribute 
proportionately more. 

Ons veilgheid is SAPS se verantwoordelikheid maar ons weet dat hulle daarin 
vaal en dus sal onsself dit moet verseker. 

Slegs as oë en ore. All living in Hermanus owners and non owners. 

HPP makes this town and cliff path safe and must stay. Agree if the support service is properly run and managed. 

Because tax money is applied elsewhere property owners must take action to 
ensure safety. Behou die HPP. 

all should have alarms, burglar bars and keep their cars locked. 
Many residents like ourselves do not live in Hermanus permanently and 
cannot make a contribution. 

Of course but it should not be necessary in a normally functioning society. Time is Now to be united against crime. 
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Safety & Security 

All property owners should share responsibility for ensuring a safer town. What is your opinion about this? 

No. of Respondents: 80 

Negative Comments / Disagree 
While property owner share responsibility for ensuring a safer town, they do 
this by paying taxes to people they elected to oversee such things.  

Yes but our rates and taxes are to ensure adequate services are rendered. 
Why must we pay twice for EVERYTHING? 

The municipality should be responsible.. Property owners elect individuals to 
run the municipality which should ensure a safe town. 

Dis die Polisie se werk. Ons kan nie vir alles betaal nie. Betaal al vir eie 
securiteit en als klomp geld reeds. Regering kan sy kant ook n slag bring.  

The role of property owners should be secondary to SAPS and Municipal law 
enforcement. 

Kan slegs huis beveilig. 

Not only property owners. 
It is not residents’ responsibility to ensure a safer town. It is the responsibility 
of law enforcement. 

It should include the police and local municipalities.  This is a function of law enforcement 

The safety of pedestrians is totally disregarded by this town. The only 
walkway available on most routes is on paved roads as road verges are used 
for gardens, cars and obstacles such as poles which it seems have to be 
placed in the middle is what otherwise might be walkways. Drivers of motor 
vehicles of all types, levels of luxury and use have scant regard for 
pedestrians and there does not appear to be a program for the systematic 
building of properly designed and engineered paved “sidewalks” by the 
municipality. 

Police should do this. 

We already pay property tax as well as income tax. 

The main responsibility for safety is the SAP and the Municipality for which 
services all residents already pays a considerable sum in property and income 
tax! 

Impossible to implement unless included in rates. It is the job of the police ... 

Should not be based on the value of your property. The position of your plot 
does not determine the value of your life in a public space.  

As we have limited income I am concerned about the cost of instituting the 
SRA. 
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Safety & Security 

All property owners should share responsibility for ensuring a safer town. What is your opinion about this? 

No. of Respondents: 80 

Negative Comments / Disagree 

We at Whale Rock Est spend huge amounts of money on security and we are 
facing more extremities due to the dismal failure of our municipality to 
protect our properties from the elements at Schulphoek. It is not for us as 
ratepayers to protect ourselves or to contribute to security. It is the duty of 
Government and Police and OM.  NOT THE RATEPAYERS AND PROPERTY 
OWNERS. 

The problems go beyond safety as described above.  They have to do with 
moving businesses out of the CBD to the mall, replacing interesting and 
quality shops with low-end businesses,  kinds of businesses, failure to keep 
parts of central Hermanus clean and to clean up mess (HPP employees should 
do both safety and clean up). 

Who controls the baboons? Serious problem. All costs should be covered by rates. 

Why is HTTP being disbanded and why are we now talking of effectively 
replacing some of its functions with a special rating area? 

The police should protect us or else we should have a tax deduction for 
organising our own protection.  

Rates & Taxes should cover a professional & effective services to ensure a 
safe environment. 

people pay rates and support employment with no return. 

It is not the responsibility of home owners, but of government. Futile to try nursing symptoms.  

This includes Zwelihle. It irks me that we now have to pay EXTRA to have our basic rights and 
property and safety protected by privately funded organisations. We should 
be demanding the police and municipalities do what they’ve been paid to do. 
But I see in the absence of anyone demanding this that the responsibility is 
going to fall in the public regardless of what we think.  

Dit is die verantwoordelikheid van die ontvangers van ons betaalde belasting. 

Not just property owners. Anyone who works or rents here. 

The government and its organisations are responsible for combating crime. Bobbejane is loshande die grootste uitdaging erger as misdaad. 
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Safety & Security 

All property owners should share responsibility for ensuring a safer town. What is your opinion about this? 

No. of Respondents: 80 

Negative Comments / Disagree 

Law + order is the responsibility of the government. 
What is the police force for? We already pay for security Companies, 
cameras, alarms etc. What is the OM's role?  

Change the Police to a FORCE instead of a service. For what do I pay rates and taxes? 

The police need strong, committed leadership. The detectives and constables 
need better training. It seems like no-one is in charge, there's a lack of 
urgency and knowledge of how to do the job and there's no accountability. 

The Overstrand needs a new competent Law Enforcement Director. 

It’s a combination of all, but everyone needs to up their responsibilities , 
especially professional policing, not leaving it all to security companies and 
individuals.  

Baboons are a bid issue in Voëlklip. Polisie se werk om veiligheid te verseker. 

SAPS and Law Enforcement must improve their service delivery. 
I am concerned that all the wealthy areas are covered by this plan and not the 
poorer areas. This plan appears basically racist. 

Government and Municipality responsibility. Every resident should share the responsibility not only owners of property. 

It is the role of SAPS and Municipal police to provide safety and security. The primary responsibility lies with SAPS & municipality. 

We contribute to tax. 
Hermanus needs to wake up. The romantic bubble has burst. Mindset has not 
adjusted to the new normal. 

How do we do it. The Municipality Province and Govt should be responsible. 
We pay Income tax and Rates and taxes so security should be part of the 
services. 

All residents should take reasonable care but we pay the governing bodies to 
ensure a safe environment. 

Waarom betaal ons nasionale en plaaslike belastings? Kry dienslewering reg 
deur organe wat reeds ons geld kry! 

In terms of the constitution it is the responsibility of government to create a 
safe environment in which to live. 

What Neighbourhood watch? Can’t contact the one in our area! Where are 
they?  

Careful not to take on roles that should be covered by the Municipality and 
for which we pay rates. 
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Safety & Security 

• A majority of the respondents (75%) were of the opinion that safety in Hermanus was becoming a problem. A large 
percentage of respondents also stated that they continued to feel safe in Hermanus, but only in daytime (57%). It 
was interesting to note, however, that 52% of these respondents had never been a victim of crime. 
 

• Furthermore, their views on municipal law enforcement were not that much more positive. A majority (43%) of 
respondents viewed the effectiveness of municipal law enforcement as merely average. 25%, however, did think 
that municipal law enforcement was very good (with only 17% viewing law enforcement as poor). 
 

• Regarding road traffic control, the opinions were more positive: 39% of respondents thought that traffic control 
was very good, with 41% being of the opinion that it was average.  
 

• Opinions regarding the Police Service were similar to those re municipal law enforcement: 43% viewed the Police as 
average. More respondents, however, viewed the Police in a poor light than those thinking the Police Service was 
very good (20% vs 18%). 
 

• 55% were of the opinion that Hermanus Public Protection (HPP) played an important role in preventing crime. A 
similar percentage (56%) was found regarding respondents’ perception regarding the importance of neighbourhood 
watches in preventing crime. Security companies were viewed even more positively: 68% opined that security 
companies play an important role in preventing crime. These viewpoints could tie in with their more negative views 
regarding municipal law enforcement and Police Services (if municipal law enforcement and the police are not 
deemed completely effective, additional services are viewed as essential in helping to limit crime). 
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Safety & Security 

• In terms of crimes, respondents viewed burglary as the biggest criminal problem in Hermanus (73%). Theft without 
forced entry was viewed as the second largest problem (30%). It is interesting to mention that, excluding the five 
crimes listed, other potentially illegal acts viewed as an issue included poaching, illegal riots and damage to 
property. 
 

• Regarding the breaching of bylaws, respondents viewed trespassing on private property as the biggest problem 
that needed addressing (22%), with unlawful dumping of rubbish and malicious damaging of property viewed as 
the second largest problems (both scoring 17%). Excluding the seven breaches listed, respondents also mentioned 
illegal riots, traffic crimes and general issues due to homelessness and/or unemployment as problematic.   
 

• In terms of shared responsibility, 53% agreed with and supported the notion that all property owners should share 
responsibility for ensuring a safer town.  Comments regarding this notion tended to be both positive and negative: 
while some stated that everyone (including property owners, businesses, the HPP, etc) should contribute towards, 
and be responsible for, resident’s safety (‘Varying levels of responsibility for business and property owners - all have 
a vested interest’), others tended to voice more negative comments, e.g. that enough taxes are being paid already 
and that the Municipality and the Police should be taking the lead on this (‘The role of property owners should be 
secondary to SAPS and Municipal law enforcement’).  
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OTHER 
Image Source: Pixabay 

CLEANLINESS OF THE TOWN 
Image Source: Pixabay 
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Cleanliness of the Town 

Is Hermanus’ appearance clean and attractive for visitors and current and prospective residents? 

No. of Respondents: 1 319 
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Is Hermanus’ appearance clean and attractive for visitors and current and prospective residents?  

No. of Respondents: 38 

Other (Please Specify): Positive / Neutral Comments and/or Suggestions 

More litter pickers/trolley recoverers needed. Beautify the old town centre & make waterfront pedestrians only. 

Voel alsof ek oorden ieders is so mooi is Hermanus as ons daar kom.  
Plant more trees!! Trees bring rain!! And shade. And create micro 
climates. And beautify and reduce stress - studies show this.  

The "Old Town" needs special attention as it is an important tourist  
draw card.  

Signage Pollution needs to be addressed. 

The town is attractive, but more needs to be done to curb littering 
taking place everywhere. 

Illegal car guards and vagrants need to be dealt with by a positive Law 
Enforcement. 

Parts are attractive. Others have huge garish (colour-wise) signs and 
pictures, like Woolworths and Hardware. But generally the town has 
improved, marred to a big extent by a big hotel on the front (Harbour 
Road). 

As a whole the town is attractive BUT certain areas are being neglected 
terribly. 

Some parts are clean, others filthy. 
It's a wonderful town, but there is always more that could be done. 
Better and safer walking and cycling trails (mountain, road and cliff 
paths); lagoon shores and water are polluted, etc. 

Facilities such as “sidewalks” and “walkways” need to be built to a 
decent standard to facilitate safety for local residents and tourists. 
They are need in poorer areas as much or more. 

Publieke speelpark in Northcliff in baie swak toestand. Ons wil meer 
speelareas sien vir jong kinders. 

Littering remains a problem, education for all is necessary. 
Each resident should take responsibility for cleaning up after 
him/herself. 

Cleanliness of the Town 
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Is Hermanus’ appearance clean and attractive for visitors and current and prospective residents?  

No. of Respondents: 38 

Other (Please Specify): Negative Comments 
Areas are now suffering as cleaning has been stopped in some areas.  This 
could lead to problems with tourists. 

There has been gradual decline in all respects over the past decade. 

Dumping of shopping trolleys is a serious eye sore along the cliff path near 
town centre and Main Road. 

The new port area is shocking. 

Hierdie dienste word uitgekontrakteer. Die kontrakteur Kan nie Al sy spamne 
beheer nie. Daar word betaal maar mense om jul voete te sleep straat op en 
af. 90% van die tyd sit hul en eet, drink en LÊ en slaap.  

Unfortunately this is the municipality’s only focus, it is been use as cover for 
other problems. 

Rubbish is on the rise the entrance to the town is not clean, Mbeki and 
Swartdam road is a disgrace. The New Harbour even though is managed by 
Provincial works forms an important part of the of the town is dismal. 

Die ingang na DORP (BY TAXI RANK ) is swak onooglik. 

Streets have lots of rubbish, specially in Westcliff. Appearance has deteriorated recently. 

The Court house is in a disgusting condition and litter is always a problem. The old town centre is rapidly deteriorating. The suburbs are much better. 

If we include Zwelihle in the ”Town” (as we should do) a lot has to be Done to 
make our Town look pretty and nice. 

Town is loosing its character especially to attract visitors. 

CBD Neglected. Too much development in central Hermanus risks ruining it. 

Too many loiterers and unmonitored car guards. 
It is unattractive for visitors. Over the past few months there have been no 
Municipal parking marshals and most international visitors are met by 
Bergies. 

The entrance to town is really very unattractive and has been left to decay. 

Cleanliness of the Town 
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Cleanliness of the Town 

Do you think that litter on pavements and in public places is a problem? 

No. of Respondents: 1 319 
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Do you think that litter on pavements and in public places is a problem?  

No. of Respondents: 32 

Other (Please Specify): Positive / Neutral Comments 

Depending the area.  Uncertain 

Only during Whale Festival. 
Ja en nee. Langs hoof roetes, ja, maar elders soos inminder gegoede 
areas, nee. 

Have not seen that much compared to Cape Town. 
Town is fairly clean but there's a great deal of rubbish in the bushes, 
along the R43, in the veld alongside paths.  

Yes, but my visitors / friends are impressed. We are relatively good - 
and try to keep things clean! 

Do not know. 

Better than most towns in South Africa. 
Nee  dit hang af van hoeveel mense die dorp besoek en dan mors 
normaalweg is dit skoon. 

Soms maar word opgeruim, nie ‘n "major “. During festivals yes, otherwise it is clean. 

Generally very clean, but cliff paths and milkwood forests could be 
better maintained. 

Cleanliness of the Town 
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Do you think that litter on pavements and in public places is a problem?  

No. of Respondents: 32 

Other (Please Specify): Negative Comments 

Coastal path. Especially near bridge on cliff path in CBD. 

A lot of litter on Main Road where hitch hiking occurs. 
The dumping of rubbish opposite Mount Pleasant in Schulphoekweg is 
a big problem and has not been dealt with for all the time it has been 
used as a rubbish dumping place. 

People arriving here in busloads. Especially weekends. 

Sometimes. 
Litter between shore line and cliff path, especially towards New 
Harbour. 

Litter can be a problem specially with baboon activity and strong 
winds.  

Litter mostly by the taxi rank. 

Yes cliff walk opposite Just Pure coffee shop along the wooden slat 
walkway. 

Problem only in Zwehile, they don't care! 

Beslis by Taxi staanplekke/hulle gooi net neer?? 
Homeowners continue to dump black bags on verges which 
encourages vagrants and baboons. 

A bigger problem is vagrants.  Sometimes, especially in certain areas. Taxi rank, Long st. 

Baboon littering/poor refuse disposal. Sometimes not (necessarily) holidays - Taxi ranks. 

Especially at times of Whale Festival! Unacceptable! 

Cleanliness of the Town 
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Cleanliness of the Town 

Do you regard illegal dumping of rubbish as a problem? 

No. of Respondents: 1 319 
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Cleanliness of the Town 

What is your perception regarding the maintenance of public walkways, pavements and benches? 

No. of Respondents: 1 319 
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What is your perception regarding the maintenance of public walkways, pavements and benches?  

No. of Respondents: 69 

Other (Please Specify): Positive / Neutral Comments 

I have not enough knowledge to give an answer. Not living in Hermanus. 

I think the Municipality does a good job. The cliffpath association does an excellent job. 

GOOD JOB. 
Most municipalities in SA are a disaster, so I bought in Hermanus 3 
years ago because OM appears to be a good municipality. 

Elke eienaar moet eienaarskap van sypaadjie voor sy huis en derhalwe 
kan derduisende rande belastinggeld gespaar word. 

The Municipality do a good job, keep it up. 

Not too sure haven't observed lately. It looks like work in progress. 

It is very good but could always be better and smarter. 
I haven't noticed anything really lacking but do not frequent out of the 
way public spaces. 

Good enough. The municipality is doing a reasonable job. 

Uncertain. Munisipaliteit doen redelike werk. 

Good enough. Not sure. 

Doing better recently. Not informed well enough. 

Uncertain. I don’t think it is only OM that does cleaning. 

Municipality does a Reasonable job. Word meestal privaat gedoen. 

Cleanliness of the Town 
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What is your perception regarding the maintenance of public walkways, pavements and benches?  

No. of Respondents: 32 

Other (Please Specify): Negative Comments 
I have tried for a while to get drainage problems solved with not much 
success. 

Unbuilt erven ugly and fire hazard. 

Municipal policing of bye laws is key to resolving this problem. 
I've been here for 6 years from Jhb and the town was a breath of fresh air. It 
is now starting to remind me of Jhb. 

The municipality must uplift the black & coloured communities and stop 
doing unnecessary work in white areas. 

The Municipality needs to do a major project to improve sidewalks and 
walkways in all areas. And enforce standards for walkways everywhere. 

Die munisipaliteit doen dit net voor langmaweke, feeste en skoolvakansies en 
Dan word dit ook halfhartig gedoen. Span is nie opgelei em bevoeg vir dié 
werk nie en verdien uiters groot salarisse. 

Dog and human litter on Hoy's Koppie is a disgrace and all over the walk 
ways.   

They do a reasonable job, but benches are often broken and take very long to 
repair. 

There are far too many uneven/dangerous (non flat) walking surfaces. 

Some areas need maintenance i.e. Woolworths car parking area. More can be done. 

Good compared to other places but municipality is becoming complacent.  
Residents gardens encroaching on pavements should be limited to allow safe 
passage for pedestrians (especially scholars on their way to school).  

Loads of thorns on pathways, since I've been here it's never been taken care 
of. 

Benches have been damaged and not repaired. 

The municipality does well in town but the cliff paths are under the control of 
the cliff path management group and they are slow to fix benches that are 
broken. 

Kan nie altyd die sypaadjies gebruik nie. 

Please control the baboons!!!!! Damaged pavements and broken manhole covers are commonplace. 

Some sidewalks are a mess. Some slopes for mobility scooters/wheelchairs need attention.  

Cleanliness of the Town 
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What is your perception regarding the maintenance of public walkways, pavements and benches?  

No. of Respondents: 32 

Other (Please Specify): Negative Comments 

Uneven walkways in town are a problem. 
The pavement in front of my property is a mess despite bringing this to the 
municipality's attention regularly over the last 12 months.  

Needs serious attention Very uneven.  
The sidewalk on my side of Main Road has been a mess for years - (obviously 
worse now with the digging up for fibre laying). Whereas the opposite side of 
the road has been well maintained and resurfaced with tar. 

Voëlklip is neglected, no cleaning nor upgrades done. Very poor facilities for pedestrians e.g. Mitchell Street. 

It's not the municipality that is the problem, but the lawlessness of some 
groups of people. 

Laying of fibre has damaged pavements considerably. 

Generally the municipality do a good job to all visible areas. The cliffs of the 
old harbour and the braai areas at the end of Grotto Bay needs attention. 

Funding is a problem to address the issue. 

Die begraafplaas is ernsstig verwaarloos. Spuit van onkruiddoder  op 'n 
gereelde basis is van die uiterste belang. Daar is inwoners wat baie tyd daar 
spandeer om die onkruid uit te roei.  

A real disgrace! 

More in poorer areas. Terrible sidewalks. 

Good except for dog waste !! Terrible. 

The cliff path is very clean - the town centre is not properly managed. Poor maintenance. 

Speelpark in Northcliff in baie swak toestand. 
The Commonages are neglected, the Cliffpath is full of dog poo and litter. 
Bush sleepers and drug addicts occupy the Cliffs. 

Honde behoort verbied te word op paadjies en strande. Dit sal net erger word 
en daar is oral ontlasting! 

The paving entering and exiting Voëlklip circle look horrible. 

Cleanliness of the Town 
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Cleanliness of the Town 

• It is positive to note that the majority of respondents (54%) were of the opinion that Hermanus is an attractive 
town (with 42% noting that more needed to be done to make the town more attractive). 
 

• Litter appeared to be viewed as (especially seasonally) problematic for the respondents. 58% stated that litter was 
sometimes a problem, especially during the holidays, with 22% viewing the strewing of litter as all-round 
problematic. 
 

• Illegal dumping of rubbish was viewed more extremely: 72% of respondents were of the opinion that illegal 
dumping was a problem in town. 
 

• Regarding maintenance of public walkways, pavements and benches, 53% opined that the Municipality was doing 
an excellent job, while only 42% thought that the Municipality could do more.  
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GENERAL / OTHER 
Image Source: Pixabay 
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General / Other 

Is Hermanus’ natural environment worth preserving? 

No. of Respondents: 1 319 

1,2% 

98,8% 

This is not my concern

Preserving the natural environment is
important to me
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General / Other 

What is the biggest need in Hermanus that should be addressed? 

No. of Respondents: 1 307 
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General / Other 

What is the biggest need in Hermanus that should be addressed? 

Other (Please Specify): 

Response % 

All three needs listed 47% 

Providing low income housing/better living conditions and employment  21% 

Curbing illegal protests / land invasion 6% 

Baboon Management 5% 

Influx control 4% 

Improving traffic-related factors 4% 

Resolving water-related issues 4% 

Economic growth through tourism etc 2% 

Equality and better relations 1% 

General Comments 7% 

No. of Respondents: 124 

General Comments: 

Well being of everyone that lives or owns property there. Social services and education regarding health and birth control. 

Completing the cliff path past Poole's bay. Do not increase our financial burden by asking for more money. 

Effective government. Without HPP this town would not be safe. 

Planning for future development. CBD layout .Types of traders in the 
shops. 

Safety of residents and visitors is essential but more must be done to address root 
causes of violence in society - it cannot be left to a few well meaning charities to 
tackle head on the deprivation in the poorer areas. More public - private partnership 
would help starting in the education sector. A simple thing like a 'volunteering data 
base' would be very helpful.  

House verges regarded as private property. Ek is tevrede. 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Baboons 

Die bobbejaan probleem moet dringend aangespreek word. Baboons are still a big problem. 

Baboon troops remain a continual problem and this should again be 
addressed.  

Eradicate the baboons, we were here first. 

Baboon control. The baboons need to be controlled. 

The problem of baboons in our area. The baboon raids remain a problem which needs to be addressed. 

Bobbejaan probleem. Bobejane in Voëlklip area is n probleem. 

Also address the Baboon problem please. 
Baboons need to be controlled more harshly. Danger for young children and 
women. 

Maybe the law on feeding our baboons should be enforced with bigger fines 
if guilty. This includes the use of correct rubbish bins. 

Keep the baboons jn Fernkloof! 

Please can we urgently sort out the baboon problem.  BABOON ISSUE IN VOELKLIP NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED. 

Baboons should be controlled. Remains a problem. Baboon problem. 

People should also leave the baboons alone - we must learn to live with them 
and anyone harming baboons should be prosecuted and fined and jailed. 

I would like to see list of tasks that the Special Rating will see to, e.g. do they 
have suggestions about controlling baboons. 

Baboon control. It is incredible how people ignore the baboon proof bin rule. 

Safety of residents in terms of baboon problem is crucial. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

CBD Revitalisation, Taxi Rank, etc 
Parking facilities in Town is too expensive. Upgrade CBD aesthetically and recognise and show its history 

Support business in the High street. The taxi rank should be addressed. 

The CBD is boring - no atmosphere and no vibe. After hour parking guards in the CBD a serious problem. Very aggressive if 
you don't pay them.  Something must be done about the litter at the taxi rank. 

The plan to change the center of town should be implemented. Protecting the old business centre of town.  

As regards old town, its deteriorating before our eyes...get on with the storm 
water and its revitalisation Mr Mayor - the DA wanted the Mall now it must 
repair the fallout!! 

Unregistered car guards are becoming a problem at night. Co-ordination 
between the role players is missing.  

Bedelaars (veral by die ou hawe) moet verwyder word. 

The inner city is looking drab and dirty esp after business hrs. Property 
owners should paint their properties so this look of neglect will be reduced. 
After the opening of the Whale Coast Mall this is very apparent along the 
main road. You should encourage more businesses that are attractive to 
tourists and residents alike. The taxi stand should be moved to another area 
as it is filthy. 

I am not sure how any of this survey relates to urban decay, but I am very 
concerned about the number of retail/food outlets in the CBD that have 
closed recently.  Vacant shops do not give a good impression.  Also the 
impact of the Whale Coast mall (and especially its free parking) has a 
negative effect on the CBD.  Parking in the CBD areas should be reviewed.  
And the on/off again parking fee collection - why is that? 

Taxi area should be cleaned up, always full of litter. "Car guards" are a big issue as they threaten locals and visitors alike. 

Improving the CBD to be the place to shop and explore both for residents and 
visitors. 

Kry die CBD weer aan die gang - die besighede kry swaar na die oproere 
vanaf 2018. 

Stop parking charges except in holiday season. Die binne dorp moet behou word en onderhou word. Daar moet na modelle 
gekyk word wat geimplementeer word in Europa (Duitsland bv Alt Stadt (Old 
Town). 

Free parking in town for over 60's residents. Then they can also enjoy the 
facilities the town has to offer! 

The problem of loitering in town should be addressed. 
Develop tourist potential of CBD. 

We should have more Municipal officials to keep the CBD cleaner. 

The old town character must be improved and maintained. Taxi area should be cleaned up, always full of litter. 

Centre of Hermanus needs revitalizing. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Comments re HSRA / HPP 
We appreciate that you are being proactive in trying to make Hermanus an 
even more special place to live going forward. 

Keep up the amazing work you are doing. 

We need to keep the Security company going and it should be added to rates 
as it was in the past. It is a loss to have to sign a second debit order.  

If SRA is not supported sufficiently, consider to co-operate and expand 
neighbourhood watch groups. 

HPP must continue!!! Thanks for the initiative!  

Thank you for all the hard work and efforts to assist the residents in this. Gaan voort met beveiliging van Hermanus. 

Thanks for your efforts, hope you successful. Why does all these HPP agents do nothing about the dog and people littering. 
Could they pick up a piece of paper /bottle  or wrapper and put it in a bin 
instead of walking past it. I would say some of the litter is caused by them.     Great idea you have my full support. 

1. The HPP patrols in the Heights are pointless. You find them either sleeping 
under the trees or on their cellphones. 2.  They should rather be patrolling 
the cliff paths and keeping visitors safe. Even there you find them sitting on 
the benches, enjoying the view and on their cell phones not patrolling.  3. 
Safe and ADT are doing an excellent job in the Heights.  4. We are pensioners 
with fixed limited income and the tariff suggested for residents to pay is out 
of the question. 5. I paid for 21 years 10% of my rates towards the HPP and 
only the town and visitors really benefit.  7.  I am done paying and will not be 
voting for the new system you are introducing. 

The current system of patrols on the cliff paths is brilliant and makes our 
family feel safe. We are willing to do anything to make sure that this service is 
still operational. 

Generally a lovely town to live in but a continuation of HPP services would be 
highly desirable for both residents and visitors. 

The patrols do an amazing job in the neighbourhood and cliff path- Thank 
you, we all have to support it!! 

You have my support with this incentive.  Sterkte, great. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Comments re HSRA / HPP 

we have Red alert and they are doing well. 
That management of HPP should be strengthened so that waking around with 
a cell phone on is NOT acceptable. 

HPP did a good job! I fully support the HPP and hope there service is continued. 

HPP behoort meer tegnologies uitgebrei te word met CCTV lPR monitering en 
kwaliteit operateurs gesamentlik met reaksie personeel. Buurtwagte moet 
deel daarvan vorm. 

Keep doing good work - to be admired. 

We fully support your drive. 
We need to be advised more often on what the SRA is doing and when we 
can expect it to be in force. 

The sooner the SRA can be put in place the better! Better trained personnel on Cliff path. 

I support the initiative for establishing the SRA fully. This is a good start. 

Keeping the HPP going should be a top priority. Good Job. Thank you.  

Establish SRA. 
The HSRA members should have the ultimate control over the SRA and not 
the Municipality. 

Daar het heelwat huiseienaars finansiële bydraes gemaak om die aantal 
kameras in Voëlklip te vermeerder. Maar die van ons wat bydraes gemaak 
het, is oningelig hoeveel geld ingesamel is en wat die Komitee beplan om 
Voëlklip te beveilig. Verder is die padwerke op die pad tussen Hermanus na 
Stanford, dalk die rede vir die laer misdaafdsyfers in Voëlklip. 

I fully support the HSRA. 

I fully support the proposed SRA and further growth of HPP. 

Fidelity supply excellent security - SAPS are v. good we don't need more. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Comments re HSRA / HPP 

Well done. 
THIS IS GOING TO BE A LONG PROCESS. KEEP GOING UNTIL ALL VOTE IN FOR 
A HSRA. LOOK AT THE JSRA EXAMPLE IN STELLENBOSCH. 

Best wishes with this initiative.  
We feel safe here because HPP is present with a high quality and professional 
service. It must stay. 

Please maintain HPP services as they keep me safe.  I believe in SRA'S having had experience in other African Countries.  

HPP is actually a disgrace, as  so many other security initiatives. Instead of 
patrolling, their people sleep under trees most of the time when I see them. 
Another employment agency! 

Thanks to HPP and the function they have performed with cooperation of the 
good municipality we have; but the municipality does have limited resources 
to cope with the pressures of the necessary transition we are all going 
through in South Africa.  

SRA's in Cape Town have been very ineffective and cost landowners far more 
than the rewards!! In some cases the SRA has contributed to the crime in 
trading with the druggies. Most of them are useless!! 

Previous HPPR had very low profile in Voëlklip. 

Vorige HPP was baie swak bestuur wat my onwillig maak vir HSRA wagte is 
betaal om op hulle selfone te speel ipv sekuriteitsobservasie te doen. 

HPP se rol kan na my mening versterk word . Ons is bereid om vir addisionele 
kostes te betaal. 

HPP is important on the cliff path where many tourists walk. We can't afford 
incidents on one of the most important tourist attractions. HPP contracts 
should include litter removal, including their own lunch wrappers.  

Keep HPP and other public protection services.  

Cliff path guards should be continued for visitors safety. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Dog-Related Issues 
Dog poo problem on cliff path and on beach. And dogs not on leads and 
present on Grotto blue flag section. 

Pas regulasies oor die aanhou en bestuur van troeteldiere nougeset toe. 

New large signage and publication in the press about keeping dogs on leads 
and cleaning up after them would be a good start. 

Regulating the presence of dogs and their litter on the beaches (especially 
Grotto Beach) and the Cliff Path is a very serious concern. It poses a serious 
health issue and is also unsightly for such beautiful attractions. There are No 
signs to indicate that there is a fine for not removing your dogs litter. There 
are also no litter bags available on Grotto Beach or the Lagoon parking area.  

Dogs should not be allowed on mountain or seaside walkways or beaches. A 
person do not feel safe with all the aggressive and dangerous dogs not on a 
leash.  Many small deer has been killed by hunting dogs running free in the 
mountain while not kept on leach by owners. The dog shit stinks and is lying 
on all public walkways and on beaches. Dog owners and the Municipality is 
turning a blind eye to the mess dogs is causing in public places and the 
danger dangerous dogs creates for children.    

Meer kan gedoen word om honde eienaars wat nie agter hul honde  
skoonmaak nie, te beboet en op te tree.  

Honde moet verbied word in paadjies en op strande. Duisende 
Eiendomsborde op strate en sypaadjies ook groot oogseer.  

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Equality for All (Incl. Housing) 
Housing is unaffordable for normal salary earners which is driving the youth 
away.  

We need to deal with our own attitude to others and be inclusive in our 
approach, not isolationist. 

Improve living conditions for previously  disadvantaged. Laws should  be applied to all equally. And Everyone must pay their bills 
equally. 

The housing crisis in the township needs to be urgently addressed. 

The squatters/migrants are here to stay whether we like it or not & if their 
predicament is managed correctly they can be an asset to our community. 

why are all these questions necessary? Asking one question: for or against a 
special rates area ? I’m for, but I think it should benefit Mount Pleasant and 
Zwelishle and Hawston too. 

The town's security is bound up with the enhancement of opportunities to 
the people of the surrounding "township areas“. 

Focus on the future needs of young and new residents, instead of trying to 
preserve a non-existent past "small town" for retired generations that are still 
clinging to outdated ideas of what a modern city should be.  

Housing needs of all residents should be addressed in order to prevent 
political activists from trying to cause economic instability. 

ALL residents (especially Zwelihle) should participate AND contribute to this 
initiative, not just the home owners in the rest of the town. 

I think any SRA which aims to preserve the lifestyles of rich white folk is 
doomed to fail in addressing the larger societal issues of inequality and a lack 
of racial integration. Providing enhanced services to those of us who are 
already privileged will simply widen the gap between the haves and have 
nots in this town and exacerbate these issues. To be sustainable and to have 
any hope of making a meaningful contribution to the town, the SRA should 
have social upliftment as a main goal and it needs to have a racially diverse 
board. 

The SA/World conundrum persists - the better the economic environment / 
the more it attracts people looking for opportunities i.e. too many 'have not's 
& too few 'have too much's. Bottom line: Maintain standards, provide decent 
wages & living conditions for the working class, Stringent deterrent of 
antisocial & criminal behaviour. 

I agree with what this group is trying to do, as long as it incorporates poorer 
areas as well and does not just look after wealthy people's interests. 

Need to ensure all residents needs are addressed. Safety, a clean and healthy 
environment and access to all basic services to all.  

We need to do more for the less privileged, thus making all communities 
safe. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Equality for All (Incl. Housing) 
Verskaf verblyf aan mense wat op straat woon en verwyder hulle dan van 
strate. 

We should strive to make Hermanus a haven for ALL its residents, and its 
visitors. 

Collect rates and taxes from ALL residents. Addressing people's housing needs is the priority. 

Reactive and slow response to dire need for better housing solutions. More land should be given to deserving residents. 

Fix the worker housing problem through assessments. 
Municipality should ensure that the poor and disadvantaged is looked after- 
we are only as good as our weakest link. 

Would like to know that there is a plan to eventually replace all shacks with 
proper facilities, including proper housing, parks, roads, etc. 

Too many people with no jobs or housing. 

People need to feel a sense of belonging to want to get involved in keeping 
this town alive and prosperous. sometimes, it seems very elitist. Also house 
rentals need to be more affordable. 

Please please please make sure that poorer communities are assisted to have 
the same process as this one, or it will just be seen as yet another barrier 
being put up between rich and poor in this fractured town. There is not 
enough effort being made to break down silos between all these groupings in 
the town. 

When is Sandbaai, Onrus and Vermont going to be included? 

Improve the blight of the informal settlements. 
Sorg dat informele gebiede opgehef word, in in pas te kom met die res van 
die dorp. 

Any plan must include all sections of the community. 
The authorities need to pay attention to listening to and communicating with 
all residents. 

Ek sou graag wou sien dat alle sinkhuisies in Zwelithle vervang word met 
behoorlike huise of wooneenhede. 

Can Sandbaai and Onrus/ Vermont and Zwelihle come on board with these 
patrols? They form part of the greater Hermanus and crime there also 
impacts the rest of the town. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

General Comments re Survey 
A better way of asking question 27 would be to rank priorities as it is not 
quite so binary.  

The questions don't cover enough options. Why is crime committed and what 
can be done to reduce the need to commit crime. 

Should have been a possibility to comment on baboons! 
we believe that by only being able to choose one item under the multiple 
answer options will limit the action plan to ensure a great result overall.  

Excellent questionnaire! I think the survey will yield ineffective results. 

Uiters swak vrae in die opname/vraelys. 
Klein getal response: toevallig die in junk box gekry.Inwoners weet nie 
hiervan.  

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

General Safety and Security 

Proper training and management of security personnel essential. 
Citizens have to become more aware and alert to create an environment 
conducive to boosting the economy. 

A safe healthy environment. 
Vagrants especially glue sniffing children becoming problem in town. this will 
eventually impact negatively on tourism. 

Safety of all residents is important.  Start from acting on small crimes like trolley theft. Policy of broken windows. 

Better all round security for residences and business. Ensure ALL residents safety, in townships as well. Corruption free!! 

Safety of residents should be responsibility of police. Security important - promoting the economy important. 

More police exposure needed. I believe Hermanus falls behind the 
recommended no of police per person in SA. 

We are dependent on tourism therefore safety is paramount and the old 
town must be preserved.  

To adhere to a influx of Crime a new modern approach in crime prevention 
and planning will have to be considered to counter a growing threat to our 
town and visitors. planned with all security abilities available, networking, hi 
tech cameras and monitoring working with SAPS and community on a grater 
scale new ideas to get every community member move involved and aware 
of our new threat and challenges with it. Our OM or SAPD cannot make this 
area safer alone.         

I want to see more police and law enforcement. 

Definitely more visible and active policing - SAPS included.   

Electronic surveillance totally underutilised. 

If we get the safety right we should have the support and inclination of the 
people to make the town attractive and clean. Safety is priority and rate in 
South Africa. 

Start with the obvious eg blatant and unchecked ‘theft’ of shopping trolleys, 
vagrants sleeping everywhere. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

General Safety and Security 
When the police is not following up and establishing law wherever it is 
broken, then we as property owners cannot take things into our own hands. 
Crime prevention is done by the state. HPP is ok as an additional support in 
preventing crime, but they don't have the means and legal rights to do what 
the police should do. I don't mind paying some monthly fees to support HPP, 
but I am sick and tired of the police not stepping in and doing what they must 
do (e.g. the whole story with the land grab and the burning of the tyres on 
the R 43). Apart from that, I think that Hermanus has enormous potential to 
grow into a perfect place to live and to visit. The possibility of an 
environmental orientated university should be taken seriously and followed 
up. 

MORE POLICE VISIBILITY !!! 

Safety and security.. especially tourists on the cliff paths and loitering of 
criminals!!! 

Security officials should do shift work. 

More VISIBLE police presence, if possible. 

Security a huge issue... and the clean up of Zwe vital!!! 
The police should maintain a presence to ensure the security of the residence 
and visitors to our beautiful towns. 

Have more armed police. 
If law and order isn’t enforced timeously and corruption reduced, then 
nothing else will work or factor. APPLY law and order strictly and judiciously.  

Law Enforcement should be doing MUCH more. They need to be seen as 
super active and insisting on compliance of the By Laws!  

Law Enforcement need to jack themselves up, specially after hours. 

Ons soek veiligheid, skoondorp, en bewaring v.topdorp!!!!!!!!!! More CCTV cameras are required. Use the latest technology to fight crime. 

VERY important for all residents/visitors to feel safe in this town!!!!!!!! 
Without a safe/clean town visitors will find alternative holiday places and 
Hermanus will die a slow death. Development can only happen if the afore-
mentioned is in place. 

Follow the process that Mayor Giuliani used in NY City - focus on the petty 
crime and small problems and enforce the bylaws. The more serious crime 
will hopefully subside because attention to the small crimes will give the 
message that no criminal activity will be tolerated. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

General Safety and Security 
I moved to Hermanus because it is a very special place , sadly we are losing 
that uniqueness due to crime and the negative press that it’s given our town 

Safety on major roads to get to Hermanus needs being sorted out, although 
more general problem currently in W.Cape. 

VERY important for all residents/visitors to feel safe in this town!!!!!!!! 
Without a safe/clean town visitors will find alternative holiday places and 
Hermanus will die a slow death. Development can only happen if the afore-
mentioned is in place. 

Hermanus depends on investment and tourism- it goes without saying that 
these require security of tenure as well as personal safety.  

The answer is Policing which is PREVENTION.  If one is allowed to break the 
law, the law will be broken, regardless of the consequences. 

Foreigners should feel completely safe, especially walking at night. 

Coordinated safety plan with cameras for all the abovementioned suburbs. Work with the police to ensure a safer environment. 

Sigbare polisiëring ipv maklike geldmakery--spoedlokvalle!!!! I am a senior citizen and own properties in Pretoria, Lynnwood also. The only 
way to go is closed restricted access suburbs. I own a property in Onrus also. I 
had a vagrant climb through a tiny hole and he was coming up the stairs with 
a knife. Then in Fernkloof I have had vagrants steal my taps, steal anything 
they can see from the street. My home in Strubenkop Lynnwood a restricted 
access area. We are 160 houses closed with booms and have in fifteen years 
not once incident. Not one. We pay R500 levy for this kind of safety. 
Hermanus Heights should be closed. Fernkloof should. be closed. It is easy 
and effective. 

THE MUNICIPALITY GENERALLY DOES A GOOD JOB BUT THE ABILITY OF SAPS  
TO ADDRESS  ANY BREAKING OF THE LAW NEEDS TO BE IMPROVED. 

Crime has been getting steadily worse. 

I have owned this house since early 2005 and my mother before me since 
1993. All our crime issues have come in the past few years- three break ins to 
steal TV (they only got it the first time but  broke in twice more to check) 
theft of copper pipes, attempted forced entry.  So things are clearly getting 
worse. I do not walk the cliff path on my own.  Too much development is 
ruining Hermanus. 

Veiligheid moet die grootste prioriteit wees. 

We need more active involvement of SA Police in crime prevention. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

General Safety and Security 

If there are more visible policing on the ground other factors such as ensuring 
a healthy environment will come with it. 

CCTV kameras en monitering en patrollies. 

Safety is everyone’s problem and all should contribute. 
Die onvangers van ons belasting moet hul plig doen met behoorlike 
polisiëring. Die publiek word alreeds swaar belas  met eiendoms belasting, 
glyskale op water en elektrisiteit. Hotelle, gastehuise en Restaurante moet 
duisende betaal om besoekers hier te kry, maar word geweldig gepenaliseer 
deur glyskale op water en elektrisiteit. 'n Veilige omgewing moet geskep 
word deur die staat en munisipaliteit. 

No safety means fewer tourists. 

Deterioration in law and order  and much increased criminality with violence. 
My experience I had to revert to private sector for night security, when 
reporting my two break-in to my home that were unhelpful and more of less 
was wasting my time, that took no finger prints etc.  

Property prices are under pressure due to crime and lawlessness. 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Influx Control 

Instromingsbeheer van mense.  
Inkom beheer om oorbevolking te voorkom in Zwehlilile wat infrastruktuur 
onder druk sit. 

Influx of criminals. 
We cannot continue to accommodate the flow of immigrants into the town 
with no prospect of jobs. direct correlation with the rise in crime. 

Few jobs in Hermanus = some influx control = too many people come here 
and expect free housing etc  which is unacceptable.  In Japan if people do not 
work they do not expect to be given free anything! 

Die instroming van Zimbabwiërs en Malawiers om werk te soek in ons dorp is 
'n grôót bekommernis, daar moet iets aan gedoen word om hiermee te stop. 

Hermanus is a special place. It can only manage so much development and so 
many people. 

While it is important for all towns and cities to make some allowance to 
support homeless people and informal settlements, small towns like 
Hermanus should be able to control the influx and numbers of these people 
to a manageable level and not allow unlimited numbers to just arrive and 
squat with no means of supporting themselves. Unfortunately this 
uncontrolled influx of unemployed people causes huge security problems for 
everyone.   

Beheer en beperk instroming van werkloses. 

Stop  illegal immigrants. 

Limit influx. Reduce the number of illegal  immigrants should be priority. 

HERMANUS IS N PRAGTIGE DORP. INSTROMING NA KUS DORPE N PROBLEM. 
TREE  PRO AKTIEF OP. 

Control influx. 

Die instroming van mense sonder werk geleenthede en dan dring hulle aan 
op voorsiening van huivesting. 

Stop Chinese etc opening R5 businesses in our town. Nowhere in the world 
can a SA resident just settle for free. Do they pay tax, no invoices all cash. 
Landlords should be forbidden to let to illegals.     
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Municipality & Rates/Taxes (Positive) 
Excellent municipality. As a previous resident of Gauteng, I can without a doubt say that the locals 

have no idea how well their town is run.  However, as we are mainly a tourist 
destination, safety of visitors and residents is important and there has been 
an increase in crime since I moved here in Dec 2016, but I have to admit 
when I read the local newspapers or see posts on neighbourhood help groups 
and the amounting of criticism that is lodged at the municipality, it is 
laughable, compared to the conditions under which I lived in Gauteng. 
Potholes still there 5 years later, a town centre that disappears under rubbish 
and litre, a municipality that never answered the phone or could assist. 
Water leaks that were never fixed in months.  Public areas that were 
unusable. 

Trots op Overstrand! Ons kry goeie diens! 

Redelik goeie diens.  

As a new resident of two years now I don’t think the established residents 
appreciated how well the town is run by both the OM and the residents 
themselves despite the expected slip in standards due to the dramatic 
increase in the population over the past years. 

COMPARED TO OTHER AREAS THIS IS A GOOD TOWN TO LIVE IN AND CLEAN 
WORKING INFRASTRUCTURE. 

Best run town I have ever come across in Africa. 

Municipality does a good job. It is no easy job trying to please everybody, but I think the Municipality are 
coping well in a very complex situation. And we have an impressive mayor. A well run municipality. 

The municipality does a great job. However, certain individuals use their 
positions for popularity and self enrichment. Public should show more 
respect for each other and appreciate those people that are truly public 
servants. The attitude of people is what makes me want to move. Hermanus 
is still a great place to live.  

I come from a town in Limpopo, so my reverence is very bad to Hermanus 
that is excellent. 

Our municipality is amazing!  

Overstrand Municipality is an expensive, but functional Entity.  Thank you for 
everything you do to serve our Community. 

I have found the Hermanus Municipality to be one of the most well run. 

Compared to other Municipalities Hermanus is in excellent shape and I am 
grateful for the good job done by all parties, however Hermanus shouldn't be 
judged by SA standards only, so more could always be done to make things 
world class, and only then would I feel completely satisfied with safety, 
maintenance, neatness, etc. Community must also take responsibility for this. 

The best-functioning municipality I've lived in in the past 25 years. 

Municipality doing well. Keep it up. 

Dit is heerlik om in Hermanus te bly! Dankie vir alles wat julle doen! 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Municipality & Rates/Taxes (Negative) 

I feel the municipality is failing residents and rate payers. I commend the 
good work they do in some parts but they  could do more to cut costs by not 
subcontracting every little problem. We have unemployment issues and I am 
sure if the municipality engaged contractors as permanent staff to oversee 
projects, this would cut a lot of our costs and problems.  

The municipality should improve their maintenance of entrance roads to 
places of interest such as Siever's Point, Kwaaiwater, 
Mosselrivier/Skilpiesbaai. It boggles the mind that these roads have, over 
many years, never been widened or regularly scraped, in order for 2 vehicles 
to pass one another. Presently, your vehicle is either scratched by the shrubs, 
or one vehicle has to reverse for the other one to pass. 

The municipality in general seems too busy being occupied with worry about 
bypass roads. Finding ways of collecting more revenue by milking residents 
paying residents. The municipality is borrow more and more money than 
necessary. Our municipal bills are outrages. There are a lot of pensioners 
here in Hermanus who are struggling to make ends. We don't need any more  
"services" that is going to cost the Hermanus rate payer any more.  

The residents of Hermanus pay the Municipality to maintain the 
infrastructure & integrity of Hermanus, & we expect our funds to be used 
effectively for this purpose. 

Hermanus is a beautiful place, but has been under threat for the past two 
years. The municipality should co-operate with residents and the new HPP for 
a better, safer Hermanus.  

The municipality should extend its responsibilities not shy away from what is 
difficult or unpleasant.  

Replace the Mayor. 

Water-borne sanitation in Fernkloof.  

Municipality should be more interested in job creation and less red tape! 
Daar word alreeds belastings betaal. Verdere onkostes moet deur die 
munisipaliteit gedra word. 

Municipal charges are already high and a large proportion of residents are 
only part time meaning the rates they collect should be put to better use. 

I think we are paying enough for security already we don’t need another 
“tax”. 

The Council, specifically the Mayor, as well as the municipal management, is 
not “in touch” with the residents. 

I think public participation is generally not well advertised, and I feel 
ratepayers should receive more information.  
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Municipality & Rates/Taxes (Negative) 
More professional town planning. 

DAT DIE MUNISIPALITEIT 'N OUDIT DOEN OOR ONS BESKIBARE 
INFRASTRUKTUUR. DIT WIL SE HOEVEEL SURPLUS KRAG, WATER, 
WOONERWE ENS BESKIKBAAR IS, ALVVORENS DAAR WEER TEEN HOE KOSTE 
VAN HIERDIE FASILITEITE BESKIKBAAR GESTEL MOET WORD. EEN OF ANDER 
TYD BEREIK 'N DORP SY MAKSIMUM KAPASITEIT EN AS DAAR DAN AAN 
GEDRING WORD OP HIERDIE FASILITEITE EN DIT IS NIE BESKIKBAAR NIE, LEI 
DIT TOT OPSTANDE, STAKINGS EN AFBRAND VAN BESTAANDE 
INFRASTRUKTUUR!  

Belasting en tariewe hoog, Veral elektrisiteit. 

We as property owners are not well informed of the challenges the 
Municipality/ Law Enforcement is facing in our town. A official channel should 
be recognized as THE MEDIA FORM in our town, which will give firsthand 
information to its property owners and residents. Currently there is so many 
media groups / papers with info going around, which gets interpretation 
differently by each individual.  It also is causing very much negativity and 
uncertainty - as we are constantly being warned about false media issues. 

Most issues globally (and in South Africa) can be resolved through firmer, 
better-communicated leadership. Anarchy and socio-economic unrest thrives 
under poor leadership. 

The Municipality & Police are primarily responsible.  We pay TAX to upkeep 
them.  It will be a sad day if, due to lack of funding from an already corrupt 
government, the private owner has to take co-responsibility because some of 
it has been abdicated by the Public Sector. 

The municipality is ineffective against dumping, maintenance of sidewalks 
etc, street litter, Air b&b (big problem of illegal accommodation 
establishments). 

The town has outgrown the mayor and municipal manager, this should be 
addressed as matter of urgency-  managerial issues will then start falling into 
place.      

Our municipality is really going backwards. 
THE LOCAL AUTHORTIES SHOULD BE MUCH MORE HIGH PROFILE,BETTER 
TRAINED. 

We need better qualified and motivated municipal officials. 
The above is the responsibility of the Municipality, and they should be held 
responsible to ensure that all the above is done. 

The excellent brand Hermanus was destroyed by politicians and criminals and 
needs to be rebranded by strong police and municipal actions.  

In general the areas in which we own 3 properties is OK, but the repairing of 
the roads after work being done and general upkeep has been slipping of 
late. It does worry me. 

In my opinion an SRA should be funded, at least in part, out of our municipal 
rates payments. 

We are already paying private security companies for armed response, as 
well as the exorbitant levies demanded by the local municipality.  
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Municipality & Rates/Taxes (Negative) 

There is a lot of duplication in providing a safe and clean environment.  
Overstrand Municipality (Property Taxes), SAP (Income Tax), ADT or similar 
(Home owners cost), Neighbourhood Watch (Home Owners Cost),  HPP (Used 
to be Home owners Cost).  We definitely do NOT need additional bodies 
adding only more costs for Home Owners.  We require current measures to 
be sharpened up and be made more efficient without adding additional 
expenditure.  One does not solve all environmental & safety issues by 
throwing money at it! 

Dalk moet jul beter na werklike grondeienaars kyk - dit is ons wat munisipale 
belasting betaal.  Besit die eiendom al 57 jaar en die afgelope 20 jaar was die 
swakste wat ek nog die munisipaliteit gesien het.  Die chaos in die dorp is net 
agv die munisipaliteit se onbevoegdheid.  Die gemeenskappe wat die 
karakter van die dorp gebou het moet terugstaan vir nuwe inwoners wat nog 
nooit 'n bydrae tot enige bevordering/verbetering van die omgewing gemaak 
het nie. Ek is minstens 2 keer n jaar die slagoffer van inbrake en skade aan my 
eiendom en weens jul bou afdeling se onbevoegdheid om te weet hoe die 
sisteem werk sit ek nog ook met skade agv 'n korrupte proses wat jul 
toepgepas het mbt keuring van bouplanne. 

Decisions take too long to manifest - the caravan park; Schulphoek... The 
cableway would be an attraction but the huge piece of ground said to be 
required is unnecessary. 

Urban management - especially in terms of efficient parking management 
without Bergies doing it. 

Levy should not be used to enhance services of the municipality - that would 
incentivise muni to divert funds away from those services. Levy should be 
used exclusively for things not done by the municipality. 

Its no good having a Mayor and Council working against the Rate Payers. 
Safety first, then attractive town then healthy environment follows naturally. 

Should this not be part of the rates that we pay? 
I have noticed a recent degradation in the upkeep of the roads, potholes 
appear to be taking longer to fix? 

Daar is  huiseienaars wat reeds die 
munisiprekening/elektrisiteit/vullisverwydering/eie sekuriteit baie hoog vind.  

We pay Rates and we pay for Private Security. That is enough. 

Early 1980's a surcharge of 10% was added to our municipal bill. It was used 
to create and support the HPP. Will that be reversed as we are now asked to 
pay a separate amount for the same service? 

Municipality is unproductive. 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

New Harbour 
The New Harbour needs to be recognized as a part of Hermanus, politics 
ignored and issues addressed as it does the welcome and only encounter to 
many tourists that visit Hermanus. 

Upgrade and pave Still str parking area above New harbour. Upgrade New 
Harbour.  

The New Harbour area appearance is that of a vacant industrial area 
becoming a dump. It's one of the areas frequented a lot by visitors, local and 
foreign and it mirrors the most unattractive areas of Hermanus! 

GET INVOLVED IN THE NEW HARBOUR. 

Die nuwe neiging by die nuwe hawe waar almal kom om te swem moet baie 
dringend aangespreek word. Toerisme sal beslis hierdeur geraak word en 
geen mens sal 'n Restaurant ondersteun waar 'n honger kind op die 
sypaadjies lê en kyk nie. Dit skep 'n onveilige gevoel vir toeriste.  

What has happened over the past 2 years in Hermanus is disgusting. House 
prices plummeted. The kids swimming in the harbour must be stopped. It is 
an absolute eye sore. It is against the law and should be treated as such. As 
them admission feed and then they will stay away. They burned their 
beautiful swimming pool in Zwe and now the pollute the harbour? It is a 
unsafe place for all our visitors.  I moved here 2 years ago and regret every 
minute. 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Overall Cleanliness and Protection of Environment 
Veiligheid van Inwoners en besoekers is ook belangrik maar dit moet begin 
met 'n skoon dorp waarop almal trots is. 

Natuurreservate soos Fernkloof moet in sy natuurlike staat behou word en 
nie opgebou word nie. 

I am a fan of Giuliani's "broken windows" policy. Fix the cleanliness and order 
in town, get rid of vagrants and the rest will sort itself out. 

Fernkloof and the mountains are an essential aspect not to be violated. 

HERMANUS needs to keep its residents and tourist safe in a clean 
environment which supports the heritage of the Walker bay!  Failure to do so 
will drive tourist, possibly residents away which will impact on the business 
community. 

The nature must be looked after, no Safari Park! 

Keep  Swallow park  Attractive and  Clean. 

Ek moet egter die Munisipaliteit gelukwens vir n pragtige skoon en netjiese 
omgewing. 

Would like to see more transparency on environmental and quality standards 
of our beaches, rivers, water streams. 

Generally a well maintained town with good services but crime and grime is 
becoming a problem and more needs to be done to make the town and 
surrounds attractive to inhabitants and tourists.  

Span plaaslike gemeenskappe in om te help met vervraaiing van woonbuurte, 
skenk 'n boom per huis en sit familie naam op plaatjie om te onderhou. 
Boomryk. Fynbos groei maklik. Koelte. Die straathoek by hoofverkeerssirkel 
in dorp met reklamebord, seer oog. Plant fynbos aan? 

Preserve carefully what makes Hermanus unique. Discharge of partially or 
untreated sewage into the marine environment is becoming a very big issue 
in Hermanus that needs urgent intervention due to the growth of the 
population. The chemicals being released in sewage are destroying the 
marine environment. 

Irregular clearing of undeveloped plots. 
Hermanus is seker een van die mooiste kusoorde in die wêreld. ons moet 
alles doen om dit so te hou. 

Too many new ugly property developments, Also need to plant more trees. Attractive & clean town in some areas of Hermanus. 

Clean surroundings is also important, visitors do not want to come to a dirty 
town. Hermanus & surrounds are so beautiful it's worth keeping it that way. 
It's important. No one appreciates litter. 

A healthy environment and attractive clean town. 

Care to be taken of Cliff path as it is a wonderful asset 

Beaches should be cleaned properly The environment and town generally need to be improved. 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Overall Cleanliness and Protection of Environment 
make it plastic free. A lot more work need to be done to clean up the town. 

Sort recycling Urgently. 1.Bome op sypaadjies 2. meer straat werkers om vullis op te tel , sal bydra tot 
werkskepping. 3. Bewusmaking vir mense in lokasies oor higiëne veral rondom 
die berging en strooiing van vullis , miskien n belonings struktuur vur die 
skoonste erf, ens.  

Just please do more recycling. 

Preserve our natural environment at all costs. 

Areas around the Municipality and Law Courts need to be kept clean, daily. An attractive & clean town will contribute to safety of residents & visitors. 

There is a need to educate everyone who lives in the town about looking after 
both the natural and built environment.  Everyone needs to be on board, not just 
ratepayers who are funding it. 
 

We are raping and pillaging our coastline.  Signs should be put up at all strategic 
parking spots along the coast highlighting the municipal bylaws regarding 
removing stones, shells, and flora from the coastline.  VERY IMPORTANT IF WE 
ARE TO PROTECT OUR HERITAGE FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.  The municipality 
has been very lax in this regard..to our detriment.   

The cleaning up of rubbish along Swartdam Rd which serves as an important 
entrance for foreigners to Hermanus is being neglected big time, it shouldn't 
happen. 

Get the recycling of recyclables going. Look fwd to recycle again. 

Bewaring van ons Fernkloof en berge soos dit is, asook bevordering van 'n 
gesonde omgewing en asb moenie bome afkap voordat daar nie nuwes geplant 
is nie!! 

Die hoeveelheid werkers wat gereeld in die strate rondloop om vullis te 
verwyder, is te veel. Al hulle sakke is nooit meer as 'n kwart vol nie. Mors van 
arbeid, stuur hulle na die begraafplaas. 

A clean and well run town is a safe town. Protection of the natural environment against development and over 
exploitation as this is the corner stone of the tourist industry without which the 
economy would be decimated. Preserve beauty of environment. 

There is a need to educate everyone who lives in the town about looking after 
both the natural and built environment.  Everyone needs to be on board, not just 
ratepayers who are funding it. 

Protect key areas (ocean, coastline, Cliff Path, nature reserves and heritage). 

Residents  must stand together to protect the environment. 

Vullisverwydering moet 2 keer per week geskied. Plastic waste in sea. 

Hermanus is a natural gem - it must be saved for future generations. 
Enforce stricter laws + place cameras to prevent littering and public rubbish 
dumping. 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Rioting and Illegal Squatting 
Bosslapery is 'n probleem wat aandag behoort te kry voordat dit in plakkery 
verander. 

Unrest/Demonstrations inadequately dealt with. 

No more public protests, riots, blocking of roads – please. Removal of illegal structures. 

Limit public road closures and ensure public safety. Unrest and demonstrations on the roads to Hermanus is currently a major 
problem not dealt with in your survey. It is having a massive impact on the 
local economy and turning people away from visiting Hermanus. Stop squatters occupying land unlawfully.  

Kry `n oplossing vir die probleme van minderbevoorregtes, grondgrype en 
stakings en "shutdown"van die dorp en beskadiging van eiendom, bv 
Hermanus herwinningsaanleg. 

The Protests are an absolute killer to the economy and all stakeholders of 
Hermanus. 

Ondersteun die besighede /stop optogte/brande/ontwrigting van paaie. 
Police and municipality should take firmer and immediate action when it 
comes to preventing riotous and mob behaviour, and the intimidation of 
residents who want to go about their normal business. 

Why is it allowed that people, while protesting, destroy property. Why are 
people allowed to occupy land unlawfully with no consequences. Why is it 
allowed that Milkwood trees are destroyed and the value of properties and 
investment eroded from Westcliff to Hawston? The council and police have 
no intention of stopping this and this is changing the face of Hermanus for 
the worse for ever.   

Major & City Manager should be far more assertive regarding illegal squatting 
e.g. on water mains from boreholes and burning of transfer stations. 
Municipal rates on especially seafront properties in Voëlklip. 

Illegal encroaching squatter settlements on private on Private Property. 

the establishment has failed to protect Hermanus from unlawful acts such as 
land grabs. 

Erosion of property values and tourism due to threats to public safety, 
especially the potential closure of R43.  

Control the influx onto private property! Stop illegal housing.  
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Rioting and Illegal Squatting 

Hermanus should not be held hostage by a few disruptive people. who are 
only interested in causing chaos in this beautiful town 

Police and law enforcement can’t  handle ongoing rioting 

since the advent of unrest in this previous year a lot of residents particularly 
in non upper middle class areas feel that the safety and security they have 
previously enjoyed in Hermanus is being eroded. Example high school 
students being attacked with knives at school. 

More constructive engagement with the poorer communities would help 
prevent further unrest.  

Striking residents burning tires in access roads are costing us millions, 
affecting themselves, businesses and property values. 

meer behoort gedoen te word om onwettige plakkery stop te sit . 

Plakkers moenie toegelaat word om toeriste, inwoners en besighede gyselaar 
te hou nie. Nie ten gunste van voorstel nie 

The political instability caused by certain people is very unsettling  

Eviction and cleaning up of Schulphoek Overall the situation in Hermanus is in reasonable condition. The 
uncontrolled protests did our town an enormous amount of damage locally 
and internationally. The local government must carry the total blame for the 
way in which this barbaric situation was envisaged and handled. These 
people do not understand that thy did more damage to themselves and their 
families than what they gained in return for their actions. 

Optogte het groot finansiële skade angering. Munisipaliteit tree nie sterk 
genoeg op nie. Res van SA weet van Hermanus se probleme en dit skrik hulle 
af. Strenger  munisipale optrede nodig. 

The riots have been a huge problem. 

Threats of activists regarding certain restaurants; lack of access roads - when 
activists close routes to town (e.g. Sir Lowry's Pass); threats that holiday 
homes will be occupied by activists 

The increase in informal settlements close to the Sandbaai area is an eye-
sore. The town needs to be maintained to a high level as it used to be 

Resolve illegal occupation of land amicably Restrict number of temporary shelters in Hermanus / Sandbaai area. 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Tourism 

Toeriste spandeer gemiddeld 1-2 nagte in Hermanus. Meer toerisme 
vriendelik vir langer verblyftyd.  

Hermanus is nie 'n besoeker vriendelike dorp nie om verskeie redes soos 
vullis oral, gevaarlike sypaadjies, parkering,  netheid van publieke spasies 
soos byvoorbeeld Hoy se Koppie en die "Rotary Way"  uitsigpunt is bv geen 
sitplek vir toeriste  of net die area skoon gemaak.  Vernielsug van inwoners 
met fynbos en melkhoutbome. Slordigheid om sportgronde van skole en 
sport-verenigings veral in hoof besoekers toegang-roetes verby taxi staanplek 
ens. 

Hermanus does not advertise on the web all the interesting things to do for 
visitors, that's why they only stay for 1 night. This needs to be addressed 
urgently. 

Hermanus is a very special place that I have been coming to since I was a 
child. I would like it to remain a safe beautiful place for everyone including 
tourists who I think contribute a lot to the town and its businesses.  

Hermanus has a number of attractions to external visitors including the 
general safety of residents and visitors but also the fact that it is a clean and 
well-maintained town. Coming from Johannesburg, it is always so noticeable 
how clean and safe Hermanus is and as a holiday resident, I would be willing 
to preserve that status. 

We are extremely concerned about the deterioration of our town that is such 
a big attraction to visitors. How long will they keep on coming to a town that 
is dying slowly but surely! 

Job creation is as important: tourism presents the low hanging fruit. 

We need to attract spenders to Hermanus to increase income for our town 
and its shopkeepers. 

We must keep the town tourist friendly. 

Hermanus is a stunning town and we should do everything in our power to 
keep it thus and to keep it as a world class tourist destination.  

Hermanus needs an INTEGRATED Tourism strategy e.g. revamp website, 
proper publicity & communications, clean up CBD cf Franschoek, 
pedestrianise CBD etc.   
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Traffic-Related Comments 
Golf Street can't accommodate all traffic to Golf Club. Original gate has to be 
opened for heavy vehicles for delivery and tour buses. 

Reckless and dangerous driving is more prevalent than ever before, this too 
needs to be addressed. 

Die spoedoortreding in 7de straat  sal ek baie graag wil onder beheer kry en 
wat my ook nogal baie pla is mense wat tuinmaak op sypaadjies op so n 
manier dat daar gladnie plek is vir mense om te stap nie.  

Die meeste motoriste ignoreer stoptekens in Hermanus. 

Traffic law enforcement especially speeding is non existent. Speeding of motorists in Kwaaiwater main road esp on Sunday pm. 

Die wet toepassers moet baie strenger optree teen padgebruikers wat die 
padreels en wette oortree.  Taxis is hier veral skuldig, hulle jaag op die paaie 
en verontagsaam meeste van die tyd stopstrate en rooi verkeersligte.  Dit is 
'n ernstige probleem en moet daadwerklik aangespreek word.  Taxis stop op 
enige plek om passasiers op of af te laai. 

A big concern for us as residents living in 7th Street (R43) is the speed at 
which vehicles are permitted to travel along the road. There is speed 
enforcement  at times however this is not done regularly enough and a 
measure that does not seem to deter most speedsters. There are always 
pedestrians crossing the road and regrettably it is only time until there is a 
fatality. Please could the municipality / traffic authorities investigate either 
reducing the speed limit, installing permanent speed cameras or speed 
restrictors.  

There are so many speed cameras, however loads of illegal driving which 
seems to be okay with the traffic department. A huge problem are the taxis 
speed and not STOPPING at stop signs in Church Street Westcliff.  

Policing on the main road should be improved drastically. Numerous cars 
speed/drive recklessly. Numerous drivers are under the influence.  

Unroadworthy vehicles should be checked and kept off the roads. Every stop should have a raised platform. 

More speed control raised platforms around Hermanus at all stop streets. 
Speed calming in certain areas. 

Traffic Dept need to jack themselves up, specially after hours. 

More should be done about the traffic in Church and Westcliff Drive.  Racing cars late at night in Marine drive. 

Need speed bumps in Canterbury street, Westcliff.  
The lawlessness of drivers, taxis doing what they like, speeding is a serious 
problem, especially in 7th street Voëlklip. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Other 

Yearly subs easier than monthly. Volume of traffic through the town - create alternate route. 

Poaching at night in Marine Pool area should be addressed, this causes safety 
issues. 

We have a beautiful town, with massive potential.  It would be great if people 
from all communities can try and work together to build on creating a safe 
destination for tourists. 

A cohesive effort to make the town a more attractive destination for 
residents and visitors alike is required. 

Ons woon LEKKER in Hermanuspietersfontein. Dankie aan almal wat hulle 
deel bydra.  

The following comment will require input and effort from EVERY Hermanus 
resident:  Hermanus needs to rebuild its reputation nationally and 
internationally since the recent disruptive behaviour and continual political 
threats of disruption.  

Please open the Klein River Lagoon mouth to the ocean. 

We need fresh ideas, fresh activities. What happened to The market at 
Lemms Corner, still on sign board it was vibrant. Now an empty space. 

There should be a public transport for commuters. 

Hermanus is a wonderful destination.. let's keep it that way. 
Guest houses/hotels & restaurants rely on the presentability of the town to 
maintain their businesses.  They should pay a percentage of turnover as 
without visitors they will not survive. 

Everything in Hermanus needs to improve. 
I would like to see good co-operation and communication amongst all the 
various groups that have sprung up. Please leave your egos at home and 
work together for a safer, cleaner and peaceful Hermanus. 

Hermanus needs fibre to be a world class destination. Public transport for everyone.  

I see a traffic count again. Is the bypass still being considered?  we need keep what we have and improve on it. 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Other 

We all should try harder in working together and never give up. The Cliff Path maintenance is a serious issue. 

The town is great compared to other towns but the more we do to improve 
the better. 

Iets moet gedoen word om vakansie gangers bewus te maak van 
waterbesparing.  

Good Luck/  Hermanus needs a 10 to 20 year development plan with a high 
percentage of resident participation in localised areas. 

Hermanus is simply a symptom of a much, much bigger problem. 
Unfortunately, I am exceedingly pessimistic. In the past I tried to make a 
difference but, I confess, I have resigned myself to the steady decay of 
Hermanus as I have to the rest of South Africa. 

The provincial Road should pas by + not run through Hermanus. A stable society cannot be based on eternal growth. 

The Hermanus property market has collapsed. This says it all. 

I am generally happy with the status quo given the overarching problems 
facing South Africa. Until the 30%+ unemployment situation is resolved not 
much can be done without building impenetrable security around 
communities. 

Although I have marked my house as holiday it is only because although I fully 
intend to move to Hermanus permanently I am unable at present to sell my 
home in Cape Town. 

I came to live here in 1990 and now would never consider living in Hermanus. 

Industrial, CBD and Residential areas should be treated differently. Monitor die stroping van seelewe nougeset.  

Hermanus has the potential to be a attractive, clean and safe town again, we 
just all have to realise that it belongs to us all and we have the responsibility. 

Die hulle wat iets moet doen , is eintlik ONS ! 

General / Other 
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Any general comments and/or suggestions.  

No. of Respondents: 449 

Other 
All residents should get involved to help make Hermanus be what they would 
like it to be. 

I would be able to contribute more once I've spent more time there which I 
hope will happen soon. Many thanks for the opportunity. 

 Reality check...Business owners need a more flexible and creative price and 
service offerings.  

Some kind of reliable public transport would be nice. 

Poaching serious crime and leads to drug abuse. 
Sewers and drains need upgrading or modernising. 
 

Forget extending the cliff path in front of sea front properties and rather 
make use of signage. 

I've been associated with Hermanus for the past +- 74yrs and Hermanus is 
the worst I've ever experienced. Had I known what Hermanus was going to 
evolve into I would never have invested into Hermanus. 

Make Westcliff Rd a walking boulevard with safe pavement. High standards in all spheres must be maintained. 

Water, enlarge dams etc. Stones on verges outside private property depicting ownership. 

I do not support the residents taking on the functions of local, provincial and 
national government.  

We enjoy living in Hermanus. 

It is a fine town. Markus Jooste situation must be addressed - bribery? 

Close the road between playground and Village Square. 
It is time the town of Hermanus, its businesses and property owners pays 
respect to, and ad value to the town, its environs and people. Too many 
complainants not taking or sharing in responsibility to make Hermanus a 
place tourists WANT TO SUPPORT and where people want to live and work! 

Safe walk ways from Fisherhaven to Voëlklip.  

General / Other 
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General / Other 

• Almost all of the respondents (99%) stated that the preservation of the natural environment is important.  This 
notion also fits in with respondents’ view that littering and illegal dumping of rubbish is currently problematic. 
 

• Fitting in with the questions dealing with safety and security (e.g. respondents feeling that crime is becoming a 
problem in Hermanus and that they currently only tend to feel safe during daytime), respondents viewed the safety 
of residents and visitors as being the biggest need in Hermanus that needed to be addressed (77%). An attractive 
and clean town was deemed the second biggest need (11%) that needed focusing on. 
 

• There are multiple issues that respondents offered commentary on. 
 

• A number of factors covered by previous sections in the questionnaire were once again emphasized and 
commented upon (issues that respondents no doubt feel strongly about): 

• Focusing on the HSRA and/or HPP: Both positive and negative viewpoints were mentioned. On the positive 
side, many stated that HPP should continue and that this initiative should be supported (‘Great idea you have 
my full support’) whilst others were less than positive about the HPP’s actions in the past (‘The HPP patrols in 
the Heights are pointless. You find them either sleeping under the trees or on their cellphones’). 
 

• Equality for all (especially regarding housing): To summarise respondent’s opinions: more needs to be done 
for the less privileged, e.g. if affordable housing is provided, there will be less of a chance of illegal squatting, 
trespassing and malicious damage to property (thus reduction in crime and bylaws breaching). In this way, 
safety and security will also improve (‘The town's security is bound up with the enhancement of opportunities 
to the people of the surrounding "township areas“’). 
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General / Other 

• Linked to the comments above were rioting and illegal squatting and the need to prevent these actions as 
quickly as possible due to the impact on tourism, safety and security, and the town’s economic prosperity 
(‘Unrest and demonstrations on the roads to Hermanus is currently a major problem not dealt with in your 
survey. It is having a massive impact on the local economy and turning people away from visiting Hermanus’). 
 

• Also related to the above, some also mentioned influx control such as the stopping of illegal immigrants into 
the town (‘Reduce the number of illegal immigrants should be priority’). 
 

• General safety and security: respondents viewed safety and security as paramount, whether it was related to 
issues regarding  

• The Police Service, e.g. increasing the number of police personnel or increasing visibility (‘Definitely 
more visible and active policing - SAPS included’);  

• Ensuring safety so that tourism could flourish (‘VERY important for all residents/visitors to feel safe in 
this town!!!!!!!! Without a safe/clean town, visitors will find alternative holiday places and Hermanus 
will die a slow death. Development can only happen if the afore-mentioned is in place’);  

• Ideas for crime prevention (‘More CCTV cameras are required. Use the latest technology to fight 
crime’);  

• The impact of crime on property prices (‘Property prices are under pressure due to crime and 
lawlessness’); or 

• General comments re crime and the like (‘Safety is everyone’s problem and all should contribute’; 
‘Crime has been getting steadily worse’). 
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General / Other 

• Municipality (including the paying of rates / taxes):  a large number of respondents offered commentary on 
the Municipality and the current paying of rates and/or taxes – both positive and negative.  

• On a positive note, some stated that, compared to many other Municipalities in the country, the Local 
Municipality was doing a good job (‘Overstrand Municipality is an expensive, but functional Entity.  
Thank you for everything you do to serve our Community’).  

• Many were less positive about the Municipality, and also felt that enough rates and/or taxes were 
already being paid (and that it was expensive already) to the Municipality to cover any additional SRA / 
security costs (‘There is a lot of duplication in providing a safe and clean environment.  Overstrand 
Municipality [Property Taxes], SAP [Income Tax], ADT or similar [Home owners cost], Neighbourhood 
Watch [Home Owners Cost], HPP [Used to be Home owners Cost].  We definitely do NOT need 
additional bodies adding only more costs for Home Owners.  We require current measures to be 
sharpened up and be made more efficient without adding additional expenditure.  One does not solve 
all environmental & safety issues by throwing money at it!’). 
 

• Overall cleanliness and protection of the environment: The need to ensure the town remains clean, as well 
as the protection of the surrounding natural environment, was once again emphasized by a number of 
respondents. Many also linked this need to how tourists would view, and thus continue visiting, the town. 
The need for recycling was also emphasized (‘HERMANUS needs to keep its residents and tourist safe in a 
clean environment which supports the heritage of the Walker bay!  Failure to do so will drive tourist, possibly 
residents away which will impact on the business community’; ‘Preserve carefully what makes Hermanus 
unique. Discharge of partially or untreated sewage into the marine environment is becoming a very big issue 
in Hermanus that needs urgent intervention due to the growth of the population. The chemicals being 
released in sewage are destroying the marine environment’). 
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• Tourism: The importance of tourism for the town, and the negative impact on tourism due to crime and 
related activities were duly emphasized by a number of respondents (‘Hermanus is a very special place that I 
have been coming to since I was a child. I would like it to remain a safe beautiful place for everyone including 
tourists who I think contribute a lot to the town and its businesses’). 

 
• Traffic-related comments:  Comments included the need to reduce speeding by drivers and the like (‘More 

speed control raised platforms around Hermanus at all stop streets’). 
 

• New issues  (not already covered by the main questions in the previous sections) commented upon include the 
following: 

• Baboons / baboon management (‘The baboons need to be controlled’). 
 

• CBD Revitalisation, including improving the taxi rank, cleaning up the CBD, and parking issues (‘Upgrade CBD 
aesthetically and recognise and show its history’; ‘Develop tourist potential of CBD’). 
 

• Dog-related issues: Tying in, to a certain degree, with the issues re littering as many comments tended to 
focus on pet owners not cleaning up after their dogs (‘Dog poo problem on cliff path and on beach. And dogs 
not on leads and present on Grotto blue flag section’). 
 

• New Harbour: Some respondents were of the opinion that the New Harbour was going downhill (‘The New 
Harbour area appearance is that of a vacant industrial area becoming a dump. It's one of the areas 
frequented a lot by visitors, local and foreign and it mirrors the most unattractive areas of Hermanus!’). 
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• Comments re the survey: Both positive and negative. 
 

• Other: Respondents offered some additional recommendations and ideas, and a number emphasized the fact 
that everybody in town needs to work together to ensure a better Hermanus (‘It is time the town of 
Hermanus, its businesses and property owners pays respect to, and ad value to the town, its environs and 
people. Too many complainants not taking or sharing in responsibility to make Hermanus a place tourists 
WANT TO SUPPORT and where people want to live and work’). 
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Raw Scores 
Q1. Respondent Information: The survey only requires your name and address in order to verify the integrity of the survey. Your personal information 
will be kept confidential and used for the stated purpose only. 

Answer Choices No. of Respondents 

Name and Surname  1 360 

Company or Trust Name (If property registered as such) 436 

Hermanus Address 1 341 

Hermanus Address 2 0 

City 0 

State 0 

Postal Code 0 

Country 0 

Email Address 1 349 

Tel Nr 0 

ANSWERED 1 374 

SKIPPED 19 

Q1. RESPONDENTS’ PERSONAL INFORMATION INDICATED IN THE SURVEY WILL NOT BE PROVIDED DUE TO 
CONFIDENTIALITY. 

Q2. Please indicate your age. 

Younger than 50 years 
Between 50 and 70 years 

old 
Older than 70 years ANSWERED SKIPPED 

166 786 431 1 383 10 
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Raw Scores 

Q3. Employment status. 

Earning salary in 
private sector 

Earning a salary in 
public sector 

Self-employed Unemployed Retired  ANSWERED SKIPPED 

198 28 446 20 687 1 379 14 

Q4. Define your current property ownership in Hermanus (You can choose more than one option, if necessary). 

Hermanus Business 
Property Owner 

Hermanus Residential 
Property Owner 

Resident Only Visitor ANSWERED SKIPPED 

95 1 211 150 39 1 393 0 

Q5. Type of property owned in Hermanus: Choose one (Answer for your most valuable property if you own more than one). 

Primary 
residence 
(House) 

Primary 
residence 

(Apartment) 

Holiday 
house 

Property 
rented to 

lessee 
Business Vacant plot N/A ANSWERED SKIPPED 

793 27 425 78 36 18 16 1 393 0 

Q6. In which part of Hermanus is your property? (Answer for your most valuable property if you own more than one). 

Central Business 
District 

Eastcliff Fernkloof Hermanus Heights Industrial Area Kwaaiwater Northcliff 

32 206 221 121 9 67 96 

Voëlklip Westcliff Westdene N/A ANSWERED SKIPPED 

424 187 3 27 1 393 0 
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Raw Scores 

Q7. How long have you owned your Hermanus property? (Answer for your most valuable property if you own more than one). 

More than 30 
years 

20 – 30 years 10 – 20 years Less than 10 years N/A ANSWERED SKIPPED 

136 224 368 646 19 1 393 0 

Q8. Is Hermanus a safe place to live in?  

Safety is not a 
problem 

Safety is becoming a 
problem 

Safety is a serious 
problem 

Other (Please 
specify)* 

ANSWERED SKIPPED 

155 990 139 43 1 327 66 

Q9. How effective is municipal law enforcement in Hermanus? 

Excellent Very Good Average Poor Uncertain ANSWERED SKIPPED 

39 331 568 220 169 1 327 66 

* Comments  (Other) by respondents provided in previous sections 

Q10. How effective is road traffic control in Hermanus? 

Excellent Very Good Average Poor Uncertain ANSWERED SKIPPED 

56 515 549 146 61 1 327 66 
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Raw Scores 

Q11. How effective is the Police Service in Hermanus?  

Excellent Very Good Average Poor Uncertain ANSWERED SKIPPED 

23 237 569 265 233 1 327 66 

Q12. In your opinion, which kind of crime in Hermanus is the BIGGEST problem? 

Assault Burglary 
Theft without 
forced entry 

Theft out of 
motor vehicles 

Drug related 
Other (Please 

specify)* 
ANSWERED SKIPPED 

56 968 62 12 73 157 1 327 66 

Q13. In your opinion, which kind of crime in Hermanus is the SECOND BIGGEST problem? 

Assault Burglary 
Theft without 
forced entry 

Theft out of 
motor vehicles 

Drug related 
Other (Please 

specify)* 
ANSWERED SKIPPED 

204 216 396 124 226 161 1 327 66 

Q14. In your opinion, which type of breach of municipal bylaws is the BIGGEST problem in Hermanus? 

Alcohol 
misuse in 

public 
places 

Unlawfully 
dumping of 

rubbish 

Trespassing 
on private 
property 

Unlawfully 
igniting 

veld fires 

Malicious 
damaging 

of property 
Noise 

Dogs not on 
leashes and 

dog litter 

Other 
(Please 

specify)* 
ANSWERED SKIPPED 

97 209 293 162 209 61 111 185 1 327 66 

* Comments  (Other) by respondents provided in previous sections 
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Q15. In your opinion, which type of breach of municipal bylaws is the SECONDY BIGGEST problem in Hermanus? 

Alcohol 
misuse in 

public 
places 

Unlawfully 
dumping of 

rubbish 

Trespassing 
on private 
property 

Unlawfully 
igniting 

veld fires 

Malicious 
damaging 

of property 
Noise 

Dogs not on 
leashes and 

dog litter 

Other 
(Please 

specify)* 
ANSWERED SKIPPED 

133 224 200 168 224 59 159 160 1 327 66 

Q16. Do you feel safe when using public spaces for recreation (walking, swimming, cycling, etc)? 

Yes, always 
Yes, but only in 

daytime 
Yes, but only in a 
group of people 

No, never ANSWERED SKIPPED 

156 755 367 49 1 327 66 

Q17. Have you ever been a victim of crime in Hermanus? 

Never  Yes, only once Yes, more than once ANSWERED SKIPPED 

684 351 292 1 327 66 

* Comments  (Other) by respondents provided in previous sections 

Q18. What is your perception of the role of Hermanus Public Protection (HPP)? 

It plays an important 
role in preventing 

crime 

It has only a limited 
impact on crime 

It does not really 
make a difference 

Uncertain ANSWERED SKIPPED 

730 392 50 155 1 327 66 
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Q21. All property owners should share responsibility for ensuring a safer town. What is your opinion about this? 

Totally disagree 
Disagree, but can 

be convinced 
Agree, but have 

some reservations 
Agree and support 

the idea 
Other (Please 

specify)* 
ANSWERED     
(Excl Other) 

SKIPPED 

130 64 429 704 80 1 327 66 

Q19. What is your perception about the role of neighbourhood watches in Hermanus? 

They play an 
important role in 
preventing crime 

They have only a 
limited impact on 

crime 

They do not really 
make a difference 

Uncertain ANSWERED SKIPPED 

742 371 36 178 1 327 66 

Q20. What is your perception about the role of security companies in Hermanus? 

They play an 
important role in 
preventing crime 

They have only a 
limited impact on 

crime 

They are 
ineffective 

I do not have an 
alarm system 

Uncertain  ANSWERED SKIPPED 

906 336 31 29 25 1 327 66 

Q22. Is Hermanus’ appearance clean and attractive for visitors and current and prospective residents? 

The town is attractive 
More needs to be 
done to make the 

town more attractive 

The town is very 
unattractive 

Other (Please 
specify)* 

ANSWERED SKIPPED 

712 549 20 38 1 319 74 

* Comments  (Other) by respondents provided in previous sections 
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Q23. Do you think that litter on pavements and in public places is a problem? 

Yes 
Sometimes, especially 

during holidays 
No 

Other (Please 
specify)* 

ANSWERED SKIPPED 

286 769 232 32 1 319 74 

* Comments  (Other) by respondents provided in previous sections 

Q24. Do you regard illegal dumping of rubbish as a problem? 

Yes No ANSWERED SKIPPED 

945 374 1 319 74 

Q25. What is your perception regarding the maintenance of public walkways, pavements and benches? 

The Municipality does an 
excellent job 

The Municipality should do 
more 

Other (Please specify) ANSWERED SKIPPED 

699 551 69 1 319 74 

Q26. Is Hermanus’ natural environment worth preserving? 

This is not my concern 
Preserving the natural 

environment is important to me 
ANSWERED SKIPPED 

16 1 303 1 319 74 
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Q27. What is the biggest need in Hermanus that should be addressed?  

Safety of residents 
and visitors 

An attractive and 
clean town 

A healthy 
environment 

Other (Please 
specify)* 

ANSWERED SKIPPED 

997 135 45 130 1 307 86 

* Comments  (Other) by respondents provided in previous sections 

Q28. Any general comments and/or suggestions?*  

ANSWERED SKIPPED 

449 944 
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